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2.

EREWIEERETOEKOMT.

Toen ikop 2 september 1979 aan dit onderzoek begon, heb ik eerst opgezocht
waar NMR eenafkorting van is,enhoe eenvirus inelkaar zit. Dit leerproces
heeft zich daarna nogvier jaar lang voortgezet. Het isaande voortreffelijke
samenwerking tussendevakgroepenVirologie enMoleculaireFysica tedanken dat
ditproefschrift hetmultidiciplinaire karakter heeft gekregen datU zowel inde
titel als in de inhoud terugvindt. Steeds zijn fysische technieken tehulp
geroepen voor hetbeantwoordenvanvirologische vragenwaarop andere technieken
geen antwoord konden geven. Dathiervoor af entoe de "black-boxbenadering"
gekozen moest worden is door deuitermate plezierige samenwerking nooit een
bezwaar geweest. Daar waar nodig werden de fysische resultaten virologisch
ondersteund.
Alhoewel slechts mijn naam op de omslagvan ditproefschrift staat, iseen
groot aantalmensenbetrokken geweestbij devoorbereiding entot stand koming.
Tjeerd Schaafsma, Marcus Hemminga en DickVerduin ben ik zeer veel dank
verschuldigd voor alle stimulerende discussies over ende correctie van zowel de
over dit werk gepubliceerde artikelen als dit proefschrift.Als de aande
Landbouwhogeschool geldende regels van hetpromotie reglement ditzouden hebben
toegelaten,zoumijn dankbaarheid tegenoverDick ooknog op een formelere manier
geuit zijn.
Jan deWit enAdrie deJager hebbenmijwegwijs gemaakt indeNMRwereld. Van
Jan heb ik geleerd watjemetNMR (niet)kan doen envanAdrie hoe dat dan inde
praktijk uitgevoerd moetworden.
DickVerduin, Hanke Bloksma en HenkHilhorst hebbenmij steedsvoorzien van
veel gezuiverd virus eneiwit. Dick enHanke hebbenbovendien vierjaar lang al
mijn preparaten gecontroleerd en gekarakteriseerd. Alle indit proefschrift
beschreven "centrifuge experimenten" zijn doorDick enHanke uitgevoerd. Voor de
samenwerking die hieraan ten grondslag lag,gaf devakgroep Virologie inde
persoon vanprofessor J.P.H. v.d. Want,steedsbemoedigende steun.
Bij het gebruiken van de diverseNMR-spectrometerswas de steunvan Klaas
Hallenga (270MHz;VU Brussel), JoostLohman (250MHz; Bruker spectrospin BV
Wormer),KlaasDijkstra (360MHz;SON/ZWO faciliteit Groningen),PietervanDael
(200en500MHz;S0N/ZW0 faciliteit Nijmegen)enAdrie deJager (100en 300MHz;
NMR faciliteit LHW) onmisbaar. Zonder CeesHaasnoot zouditproefschrift geen
2D-NMR spectra hebbenbevat.
Hugo Jongejanheeft geholpenbij de koolstof 13bepalingen.

I like to thankprofessor M.G.Rossmann,professor S.C. Harrison and professor
B. Strandberg for sendingmepictures of respectively SBMV,TBSV and STNV.
De samenwerking met devakgroep informatica,o.l.v.professor Elzas, is steeds
erg plezierig geweest enheeftpositief bijgedragen aande tot stand koming van
hoofdstuk 8van ditproefschrift.
Dr.A. Heerschap, professor C.W.Hilbers en professor J.M. van Boom stelden
oligo-nucleotidenbeschikbaar.
A.vanBaarenverzorgde opvoortreffelike wijze het fotowerk.
Het typewerk iskeurig fotoready gemaakt door S.vanDijk +J.S.Key.
Verder gaatmijn dank omvele uiteenlopende redenen uit naar: mijn ouders,W.
F. Pieters, Han Schilthuis, Mirjam Gerritsen, Victor Roos,U,hetACCU,de
vakgroep Informatica, G.Looijen, Gerritv.d. Velde,deR& ZVNaarden, H.A.
Scheraga, alle medewerkers van hetRCLH, De instrumentmakerijvan deGecombineerde Diensten Binnenhaven,dewerkplaats van devakgroep Fysische enKolloid
Chemie,almijn collega's opMoleculaire Fysica,de glasblazerij van devakgroep
Organische Chemie,GertvanEck,Cees de Groot envele anderen.

Dit onderzoekwerd financieelmogelijk gemaakt door de Stichting voor Biofysica.
Tevens werd veelvuldig gebruik gemaakt van deNMR faciliteiten te Groningen en
Nijmegen die financieel worden gesteund door deStichting Scheikundig Onderzoek
Nederland (SON), envan de door deze stichting gesubsidieerde accessoires bij de
NMR faciliteitvan Landbouwhogeschool.

1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 QUESTIONS

A characteristic feature ofviruses isthat they arenot capable to reproduce
independently. Plantviruses need aplant asahost for reproduction. The genome
of small viruses is only sufficient to code forone or a few different coat
proteins. Tobuild large structures, multiple copies of identical subunits are
needed. Many plantviruses are therefore composed ofnucleic acid encapsidated
by a large number of identical protein subunits.Knowing theseproperties the
following intriguing questions arise:

- How does virus penetrate the cell?
- How andwhere does disassembly occur?
- How does replication take place?
- How and where does virus assembly occur?

It is now almost 50years ago that the firstviruswas isolated (1). Inmy
opinion another 50 yearswillbe needed to answer these questions. Even some
fundamental molecular principles of thebasic steps in the reproduction pathway
of the virus are yetnot fully understood. Only athorough knowledge of the
fundamentals of protein-protein, protein-nucleic acid and protein-membrane
interactions can provide a basis forunderstanding themolecular mechanisms
involved invirus reproduction.Magnetic resonance methods can contribute to the
answering of some of these questions atthemolecular level.

The X-ray structure of the regularpart of tobaccomosaic virus (TMV)and
its protein disk are knownup to a resolution of 0.28 and 0.4 nm respectively
(2,3). From combined electronmicroscopy and RNA binding studies a hypothesis
for the assembly process of thisvirus hasbeen developed (4). From nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR)studies ithas been concluded that the TMV coat protein
contains an internally mobile regionwhich immobilizes upon interaction of the
coat protein with theRNA (5,6). Ithasbeen suggested that this immobilizing
protein part is the so calledV-helix (6), but the evidence presented is far
from convincing.Nevertheless,these studies indicate that internalmobility has
some functional significance intheprocess ofvirus assembly. Up tonow, TMV
has been the onlyvirus forwhich adetailed model forthe assemblyprocess has
been proposed.

This thesis focusses on cowpea chlorotic mottlevirus (CCMV), a spherical
plant virus. This viruswas chosen as themain subject of the investigations,
since its coat proteinhas theproperty of formingwell-defined aggregates in
which either protein-protein or protein-RNA interactions canbe studied(7).
These aggregates canbe produced inquantities sufficient formagnetic resonance
studies.

Thework described inthis thesis hasbeen initiated by the following
question:

"Which dynamical and structural aspects of the coatprotein are of importance
for themolecular interactions during the assembly of spherical plantviruses?"

B

Figure 1.1. The five regularpolyhedra:
A: Tetrahedron.
B: Hexahedron (cube).
C: Octahedron.
D: Icosahedron.
E: Dodecahedron.

The answer is inpart obtained by the following techniques and methods:proton
NMR, carbon 13 NMR, EPR, saturation transferEPR,protein secondary stucture
predictions and protein energy calculations. The results of these studies have
resulted in a rather detailed model for the assembly of CCMV that takes into
account the observed structural and dynamical aspects ofthevirusprotein.
The remainder of this chapterprovides ageneral introduction into spherical
plant viruses and thephysical techniques and calculationalmethodswhich have
been used inthis thesis. Amodel for the assembly ofCCMV isgiven in chapter
5,whereas the evidence for thismodel isprovided by the chapters 2to 9.
1.2 THE ICOSAHEDRON
Small spherical plant viruses consist ofnucleic acid surrounded by a large
number of identical protein subunits. Sometimes thisprotein coat consists of
two ormore different types ofprotein. Inthese cases clusters of the different
proteins canbe considered as identical structural units. Ingeneral,there are
only a few capsid structures possible when only identical protein subunits are
involved. These structures have tetrahedral,octahedral,icosahedral,cubic or
dodecahedral symmetry (seeFig. 1.1). Theremustbe one of these symmetries in
the virus protein coat,since the size of thenucleic acid of smallviruses is
only sufficient toencode for one or afewdifferent coatproteins. Caspar and
Klug (8) predicted that almost all simple spherical viruses will possess
icosahedral symmetry. Building an icosahedron requires 60 equivalent protein
subunits.However,a largenumber ofvirus capsids isbuilt frommultiples of 60
identical proteins.Caspar andKlug suggested therefore a certain flexibility in
the coat protein subunit. This flexibility enables the subunits to assume
several different modes of interaction to theirneighbours and gives rise to the
phenomenon of "quasi-equivalence".
From the quasi-equivalence model for acapsid itfollows that the multiplicity
factor for the number ofprotein subunits per face of an icosahedron, the so
called triangulation number T, can only have distinct values (see figure1.2).
2
T isgivenby the equationT=Pf where P canbe anynumber of the series 1,3,7,
2
2
13,19,21,31,
(=h+hxk+k for allpairs of integers h and khaving no common
factor)and fisany integer.Thenumber of quasi-equivalent protein subunits in
the coat is60T. There are only a fewexeptions to this rule (e.g.ref.9 ) .
After the elucidation of thehigh resolution X-ray structure of several plant
viruses, it was seen that larger differences between theprotein subunits were
observed than could be expected from the quasi-equivalence theory. Although this
theory therefore had tobe revisited (10), themajorprinciples still hold for
virus structures.
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Figure 1.2. T=l, 3 and 4 icosahedrons, viewed almost along the 2,3and 5 fold
icosahedral symmetry axes. The triangulation number T represents the number of
triangles per icosahedral face. T=l corresponds to the icosahedron of figure
1.1D. (From(7)).
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1.3 STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF SPHERICAL PLANT VIRUSES

A T=3 icosahedral virus coat contains 60copies of each of the threequasiequivalentprotein subunits.These three types are called A-,B- and C- subunits
(11). The A- subunits pack around a 5-fold axis. B- and C- subunits pack
alternately around 3-fold axes (seeFig.1.3).

Figure 1.3. Architecture of the TBSV particle shell representative for T=3
icosahedral viruses. Arrangements of the subunits in the particle. A, B and C
denote distinguishable packing environments for the subunit. S-domains (see
figure 1.4) of A-subunits pack around five fold axes; S-domains of B and C
alternate around three fold axes. P-domains of C subunits arepaired.P-domains
ofA and Bpair across quasi two-fold axis. The existence of aP-domain seems to
be characteristic forTBSV.

At thismoment there are only three spherical plantviruses forwhich the high
resolution X-ray structure is solved (11,12,13). Therefore structural data
obtained forCCMV canonlybe compared with these threeviruses.
In tomato bushy stuntvirus (TBSV)itwas found that theprotein contains an
N-terminal region with a different structuralpacking inthe three types of
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Figure 1.4. A: schematical representation of respectively a C-C dimer (upper)
and aA-B dimer (lower). C-C dimers have adifferenthingeposition,andpart of
the arm, designated ß,e in figure 1.4B, is folded in an ordered way along the
bottom of the S-domain. InA-B dimers nopart of this arm is ordered.
B: schematical representation of the subunit; left a sterical localization;
right the linear localization of theparts of theprotein.The P-domain is only
seen inTBSV. The ß,£ domain isabsent inSTNV.
C: Schematical representation ofTBSV.
D: Schematical representation ofSBMV.
E: Schematical representation of STNV.
The figures are drawn atdifferent scale.

subunits (see figure 1.4A). TheN-terminal regions of theA- and B- subunits can
not be seen intheelectron density map, whereas part of theN-terminal arm of
the C- subunits is structured and forms linkswith theN-terminal part of other
C-subunits.Each group of three C- subunits packed around a3-fold axis had part
of theirN-terminal region clustered ina so-called 'ß-annulus'(11).
The structure of southernbeanmosaic virus (SBMV) (12)was found topossess
a tertiary and quaternary structure similar to that of the TBSV shell
domain (11) (see figure 1.4). The N-terminal protein regions of SBMV show
the same order vs. disorder distribution asTBSV but the ß-annulus structure
observed in TBSV is not seen in the sameway inSBMV. InSBMV a ß-sheet is
present intheN-terminal regionof every C-subunit.
Satellite tobacco necrosis virus (STNV) isaT=lvirus, which implies 60
fully equivalent subunits intheprotein envelope. The structure of the protein
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Figure 1.5. "ß-role".
Schematical representation of the arrangement of the eigth ß-sheets B to Iwhich
are common for the three viruses in figure 1.4. The inserted loops are of
variouslengths and structures.

subunit of STNV isvery similar to the shell domains ofTBSV and SBMV (13). All
three viruses have the same "ß-role"topology (see figure 1.5) and contain two
four-stranded antiparallel and twisted ß-sheets. There aremore similarities
between the STNVprotein and the coatprotein ofTBSV and SBMV (see figure1.4).
The most striking difference lies intheN-terminal region. Since STNV isa
T=lvirus, no differences between the subunits would be expected, and all
N-terminal regions should inprinciple be equal. However, inSTNV the first 11
to 13 amino acids are invisible inthe electron density map, probably because
they are disordered, resulting frombinding toRNA with several non-equivalent
local structures (13).The residues 14to24adoptana-helicalconfiguration at
a position close to a three-fold particle axis. The three helices from
neighbouring subunits around this axis are held together by hydrophobic
interactions of sidechains (isoleucine and leucine)pointing towards this axis.
The basic residues inthis helix, i.e. histidine, lysine and arginine, are
exposed to theRNA.

1.4 PROTEIN-RNA INTERACTION

The molecular basis for the specificity ofprotein-RNA interaction in simple
plant viruses is not yet solved. This interaction hasbeen observed tobe
non-specific in vitro forCCMV (7). Invivo however, the assemblyprocess is
probably highly specific as canbe concluded from the fact thatpurified virus
only contains viral RNA. Unfortunately the assembly istoo fastto study the
protein-RNA interactions during this process byNMR or (ST-)ESR. These two
techniques allow us only to look at stages inthe assembly process that canbe
kept constant for at least several minutes. The invitro assembly of CCMV is
almost instantaneously after addingRNA toprotein dimers.
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For TYMV (14), SBMV (15) and STNV (13)ithasbeen shown thatmany amino
acids throughout thewholeprimary structure are incloseproximity to, or even
bind to the RNA. Assembly experiments on intact and tryptic digested CCMV
protein demonstrate that theN-terminalprotein region isthemajor RNA binding
protein part (16). Since this arm ishighlybasic (itcontains 6arginine and 3
lysine residues), it has been suggested that interactions betweenpositively
charged amino acid side chains and negatively charged RNAphosphate groups are
the driving force for protein-RNA interaction during the assembly of CCMV
(17,18).
For STNV the N-terminal region is found to formpartly ana-helixburied
in the RNA. Argos carried out the secondary structure predictions of the
N-terminal regions of severalviruses (19), using thejointprediction method
(20). He found a strong tendency fora-helix formation intheN-terminal region
of the coatproteins oftheseviruses.Although SBMVhas abasic N-terminal arm,
it doesnothave the systematic separation ofbasic and hydrophobic residues to
opposite sides of ana-helix thatwas seen formany otherviruses. ForTBSV the
primary structure is not yet solved. The pronounced penetration of the
N-terminal arm into the RNA (11) indicates that also forTBSV this arm is
important forprotein-RNA interaction.
Small synthetic oligo-nucleotides were used inthis thesis to simulate an
intermediate state during the assembly ofCCMV. Interactions between arginine
and lysine, and these oligo-nucleotides are indeed observed. Also itis
concluded that thepresence of secondary structure intheRNA is important for
interaction.

1.5 PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTIONS

Kaper (21) arranged the simple plantviruses according to their dominating
stabilizing interactions by fitting their characteristics to

recognition

profiles ofTYMV-like and CMV-likeviruses (see figure 1.6). From this list it
can be seen thatprotein-protein interactions are of small importance for the
stability of the CCMVparticle.
Protein-protein

interactions

arise

from

hydrophobic

and hydrophylic

interactions. Carboxyl cages presumably give rise to strong hydrophylic pH
dependent interactions (22). Divalent cations are observed tobe present at the
protein subunit interfaces (23). Variations ofpH,salt concentration, divalent
cations and temperature canbe used to change the radius of the CCMV particle
or the radial distribution ofprotein and RNA (24). These factors have been
found to influence protein-RNA salt linkages and carboxyl cages(25).
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Figure 1.6. Arrangement of several simple viruses according to their dominating
stabilizing interactions by fitting their characteristics to recognition
profiles of TYMV-like (protein-protein stabilized) and CMV-like (protein-RNA
stabilized)viruses(21).
TYMV: Turnipyellowmosaicvirus.
APLV:Adeanpotato latentvirus.
TBSV:Tomatobushy stuntvirus.
AMV :Alfalfa mosaicvirus.
BMV :Broammosaicvirus.
CCMV: Cowpea chlorotic mottlevirus.
BBMV: Broad beanmottlevirus.
CMV :Cucumbermosaicvirus.

1.6 COWPEA CHLOROTIC MOTTLE VIRUS

CCMV is a member of the group of bromoviruses. This virus group is
characterised by the multicomponent nature of the genome, divided over three
different nucleoprotein particles (26). The encapsidation scheme for the four
RNA molecules inthe three particles of CCMV is shown in figure 1.7 (7). Exept
for the obvious differences inoverallmolecular mass andbuoyant density, no
physico-chemical differencesbetween these threeparticles havebeen observed so
far. Biological activity requires thepresence ofRNA - 1 ,-2and-3.
CCMV is stable around pH5.0 and sediments around 88S (7). Increasing the pH
at low ionic strength (|J~0.2)causes swelling of thevirus (7) (78S)and makes
it sensitive toRNases andproteases (27). Full reversibility of this swelling
process is only obtained in thepresence of divalent cations (i.e.Mg )(28).

2+
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Raising thepH at increased salt concentration (|J>0.3)leads to dissociation of
thevirus intoprotein dimersandRNA,almost free ofprotein (29).The isolated
and separated constituing components ofCCMV canbe reassembled invitro. The
dependency of CCMV onpH and salt concentration is shown in figure 1.8(7).
Depending on pH, salt concentration and temperature, theprotein dimers
canbe assembled into severalwell-defined quaternary structures.Especially the
formation of emptyprotein shells isofgreat interest,as itindicates that the
information for the formation of icosahedral T=3particles is contained inthe
protein subunit.
The changes in structure of CCMV during titration are solely dueto protein
effects since almostno conformational changes are observed in the RNA(30).
Some specificRNAbase interactions are eliminated upon swelling (30). Invitro
reassembly experiments showed no specificity forRNA encapsidation. CCMV protein
can not only encapsidate CCMV-RNA, but also otherRNAmolecules, or even
polyanions like polyvinyl sulphate or sodium dextran sulphate (7). Invivo
however,the assembly isprobably highly specific.

M

MW
H
RNAs

VIRIONS

Figure 1.7. The distribution of CCMV RNA molecules over virus particles of
different buoyant density. Three types ofnucleo-protein particles arepresent,
called light (L),medium (M) and heavy (H) according to their density in CsCl.
These difference in buoyant density is the only observable difference between
theparticles.
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PARTIALLY SWOLLEN VIRUS
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SWOLLEN VIRUS
PH75

Figure 1.8. A schematical representation of the swelling and dissociation of
CCMV. The ionic strength (p.)and thepH arevaried respectively inthe vertical
and horizontal direction. At low ionic strength and pH 7.5, the influence of
2+
hasbeen shown.

Mg

The dotted ellipses represent protein subunits bound to high-affinity sites on
theRNA,observed with dissociated virus (From(7)).

1.7 NUCLEARMAGNETIC RESONANCE

Nuclearmagnetic resonance isatpresent thebestpossible technique to study
the mobility ofmolecules orparts ofmolecules. Recent technical developments
have made it possible to study a wide variety ofnuclei inall kinds of
molecular environments. The major advantage of NMR over anumber of other
physical techniques is the factthatNMR isnon-destructive and non-invasive. In
principle, it ispossible to study everymolecule containing nuclei with anon
zero spin, in vitro as well as invivo. Unfortunately there arealso some
drawbacks. The firstproblem isthe relative low sensitivity of theNMR method.
Therefore it is often necessary tohave large amounts ofhighly concentrated
material or use long measuring times. In the case of low abundantnuclei,
enrichment can help to solve thisproblem. A second important problem is the
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assignmentofthenumerous resonances that often appearinaspectrumofalarge
biomolecule. In the case of CCMV protein there are so many close lying
resonances, that an unambiguous interpretationoftheresultsisonlypartly
possible.
For

H-NMRmagnetic fields>10Tarealready routinely available. Forother

nuclei, technical problems have preventeduptonowtheapplicationofthese
high magnetic fieldsforaquous solution samples. Newpulse sequences (31) and
probedesignsundoubtedlywill solvethetechnicalproblemsinthenearfuture.
Measurement of spin-lattice (T) and spin-spin (T„)relaxation timesand
nuclear overhausereffects (NOE)provideawaytostudymolecularmotions (32).
The theory describingthedependenceofT 1 ,T„andNOEupon isotropic molecular
motionofrigidmoleculeshasbeenwell developed (32). Formoleculeswithmany
modes of internal mobility a satisfactory interpretationmethod isnotyet
available. Several methods have been presented using combinationsoftwoor
more dependent or independent degreesofinternalmotional freedom (33), but
these models are to crude toreflect internalmotionsinproteins.Formost
cases it is possible tousearigid spheremodel forinterpretingT 1 ,T„and
NOE values, thatgives qualitative informationaboutthetimescaleofinternal
molecularmotion.Thisprocedurehasbeenused throughout thisthesis.
13
Forarigid spherethefollowing equations forthe CT 1 andT„ values and
1 13
the H- Cnuclear overhauser effectscanbederived (32):
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Here it hasbeen assumed that the relaxationprocess isdominated bydipoledipole interactions. The rotational correlation time Tc isgivenby theStokesEinstein equation:

47tR3 n

t=

2-1

c

3kT

Where l"| is the viscosity and R

is the radius of theparticle.Using the

equations forT„ and T ,one canderive the following ruleofthumb:

Linewidth x 1/1000xMolecular mass

InCCMVprotein the observed internalmobilities canbe roughly divided intwo
classes: T ~ 10
c

s and T > 10

c

s. The former is observed for the CCMV

protein dimer and theN-terminalprotein region inthe empty capsids and a few
amino acid side chains intheprotein envelope. The latter isobserved for the
major part of theprotein, theRNA and theN-terminal arm inthepresence of
RNA.

1.8 ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) can only be applied to molecules
containing an unpaired electron. Most biomolecules donot contain anatural
stable radical, which implies that a spin-label mustbe introduced before EPR
spectra can be recorded. A comparison of the size of a spin-label with, for
example, an amino acid or anucleotide shows that the introduction ofaspinlabel in a biomolecule may cause a severe distortion of the the native
structure. Great care should therefore be takenwhen detailed conclusions are
drawn from studies on spin-labelled biomolecules.
EPR is a sensitive toolwhenmobilities on the 10

to 10

-7
-12
stimescale are
-3

studied. The saturation transferEPR (ST-EPR)technique is sensitive from 10
to 10

seconds (34). The theory behind EPR spectroscopy iswell understood and

EPR spectra reflecting all sorts of isotropic and anisotropic motions canbe
simulated indetail.
Serious difficulties are encountered whith the interpretation of ST-EPR
spectra. In cases of isotropic Brownian diffusion, reference spectra recorded
under the same experimental conditions canbe used to derive the rotational
correlation timebymeans of comparison. Inthepresence of anisotropic motion,
great care should be taken whenmaking such comparisons, since anisotropic
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motion is not included inthe reference spectra. In this thesis an (ST-)EPR
study onmaleiraidelabelled CCMVwill bepresented. From this study itwillbe
concluded that the spin-label is located on theprotein ina cleft and performs
a local anisotropic motion inthis cleft.

1.9 SECONDARY STRUCTURE PREDICTIONS

The X-ray structure of CCMV and itsprotein arenot known atthismoment.
Therefore, the only way to relate theNMR resultspresented inthis thesisto
the structure of CCMV isby assuming that its structure is related tothe three
spherical viruses forwhich theX-ray structure iselucidated (11-13). Because
the N-terminal arm of the coatprotein of CCMV istheonlypart of thevirus
that can be studied in detail bymeans ofNMR, such a comparison could be
fruitful, especially for theN-terminal arms. Unfortunately,X-ray diffraction
is unable to resolve the complete structure of theN-terminal arm of spherical
plant viruses (11-13). The majorpart of this arm has adisordered stucture,
because it isbound toRNA thatpossesses no icosahedral symmetry. Inthevirus
the rotational correlation time of this arm istoo large to enableNMR studies.
In the absence ofRNA, thehighmobility of thisN-terminal armprevents the
observation of resolved X-ray reflections ofthispart of theprotein, but high
resolution NMR is able to extract some information about structural and
dynamical properties of the N-terminal arm. The large number of overlapping
resonances,however,makes itdifficult toassign these resonances to individual
amino acids and toextract information onamolecular level. However, it canbe
concluded from theNMR results (see chapter 9)that some secondary structure is
present in the N-terminal arm of CCMV inthe absence ofRNA, but itdoes not
become clear from these experiments which type of structure is observed.
For this reason the structural aspects of theN-terminal armwere examined by
means of secondary structure predictingmethods. In this thesis three methods
have been used (35-37), two of which weremodified topredict the protein
structure when 1)allpositive charges of lysine and arginine inthe N-terminal
arm areneutralized (asinthewhole virus), and 2)whenthese charges are still
present as inthe absence ofRNA.
There are many methods topredict the secondary protein structure starting
from nomore than theprimary structure (19,20). Some of thesemethods canuse
additional chemical information to enhance the correctness of theprediction.
Thesemethods (38)can roughly be devided inthreeclasses:
1)Methods using statistically derived structure potentials for individual amino
acids or groups of aminoacids.
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2)Methods using structural considerations, e.g. proline isnot allowed to
assume an a-helix conformation and glycine isalikely candidate forturns,
sincethe absence of abulky side chain eliminates steric hindrance.
3)Methods implicitly using extra information or otherprinciples than mentioned
forthe firsttwoclasses.
Although no method gives abetter result than50%above a random prediction
(20), a better result canbe obtained by combining thepredictions of several
methods ina so-called jointpredictionprocedure.
Twomethods were used from the first group i.e. themethods of Chou and Fasman
(35) and the method of Burgess et al. (36), and onemethod from the second
group, i.e. themethod ofLim (37). The results fully confirm the findings of
Argos (19) who predicted the secondary structure ofBMV, as couldbe expected
from the great similarities between theprimary structures of thisvirus and
thatofCCMV.
The interactions between negatively charged phospate groups of theRNA and
positively charged lysine and arginine side chains, which results in a
neutralization of these side chains, are likely tobe important in the assembly
process. Therefore two data setswere used for themethods ofLim, and Chou and
Fasman. Inone data set, parameters were incorporated to simulate charged side
chains for arginine and lysine. In the second data set, theseparameters were
chosen to agreewith neutral side chains. From the calculations it follows that
charge neutralization is an important factor when studying the structural
aspects of theN-terminal arm of CCMVprotein. This istreated inmore detail
in chapter 7.

1.10 ENERGY CALCULATIONS

Secondary structure predictions revealed atendency towards a-helix formation
for theN-terminal protein arm of CCMV (see chapter 7 ) . Therefore adifferent,
more sophisticated, method hasbeenused forelucidating the structural aspects
of this arm indetail. The united atom model ofScheraga et al. (39)was chosen
since it provides one of thebestmethods up tonow for calculating the energy
content of agivenprotein conformation. Inaddition a computerized algorithm
for theuse of thismodel is commercially available (40). This program, named
UNICEPP,takes into account the following molecular interactions:
1)Electrostatic interactions,
2)Nonbonded (VanderWaals)interactions,
3)Hydrogenbond energy,
4)Torsional energy,
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5)Cystineloopclosingenergy,
6)Internalconformationalenergyofprolineresidues.
For obvious reasons, only theterms1to4contributetotheenergyofthe
N-terminalproteinarmofCCMV.
Therearethreemajorsourcesforerrors, whenthismethodisused. Themain
disadvantage is thecompleteneglectionofinteractionwithsolventmolecules.
As has been concluded from moleculardynamicsstudies, thecontributionof
solvent molecules to the dynamic behaviour is more important than the
contributiontothetimeaveragedstructure(41). Inthisthesis,thereisonly
interestinacomparisonofconformationsatminimumenergy.Itisexpectedthat
for such a comparison the effect of waterissmallerthanforamolecular
dynamicsstudy.Asecondsourceoferrorsisinherenttothemethoditself.Most
of the interaction parameters cannotbeverifiedexperimentally. Alsothese
parameterscannotbevariedwhentheenvironmentalconditionschangeduringthe
process of energyminimization. Aradialgradientforthedielectricconstant
(42) would probably beamuchbettermodelforapeptideinsolutionthanthe
constant value of2.0chosenbyScheragaetal.fortheUNICEPPprogram (39).
The last major theoretical disadvantageisthatinthecalculationsonlyone
isolated peptidechainisconsidered, whereasinemptycapsidsthepresenceof
theproteincoreandN-terminalarmsofneighbouringsubunitsisfelt. Themain
practicalproblemisthelargeamountofcomputertimerequired.
Chapter 8 describes a study on the structuralaspectsoftheN-terminal
protein arm of CCMV. The results obtained show that thechargesinthis
N-terminalarmplayanimportantrole. Althoughmanyapproximationsaremadein
the approachchosenhere, theresultsareclearenough togiveinsightinthe
structural aspects of this protein arm. Thecalculationsdescribedarethe
resultofalmost500hoursofcomputertime.
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2 SWELLING OF COWPEA CHLOROTIC MOTTLEVIRUS STUDIED BY 1H-NMR

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Cowpea chlorotic mottle virus is a sphericalplantvirus of the group of
bromoviruses. An interesting feature of bromoviruses is the increase in
hydrodynamic volumewhen thepH is increased frompH5.0 topH 7.5 at low ionic
strength (|jM).2)(1).A hysteresis around pH 6.5 isobserved for the reversible
proton release (2)and the Stokes' radiusvariation (3)during this pH-dependent
swelling. At pH 5.0 the virus is not sensitive topeptidases andRNases.
However, degradation of the virus occurs onaddingpeptidases orRNases at
pH 7.5 (4,5). These effects havebeen interpreted interms of rearrangements of
theprotein and theRNA in thevirus (4,5).
In chapter 4 an NMR study is presented of CCMV and itsprotein (6). It
is shown that the N-terminal region of CCMVprotein istheRNA-bindingpart.
This N-terminal region isverymobile inthe absence ofRNA. Inthepresence of
RNA (as innative virus)theN-terminal region is immobilized.
In this chapter an NMR study of the pH dependent swelling ofCCMV is
presented. Only a few -CH.and -CH„ groups ofamino acid sidechains are found to
- 7 - 8
be mobile ona timescale of 10 - 10 s.It is shown thatneither theRNA nor
the N-terminal protein region aremobile onthis timescale atanypHduring the
titration. From these experiments, it is concluded that the protein-RNA
interaction in CCMV is not altered significantly during thepH dependent
swelling of thevirus.

2.2 MATERIALSAND METHODS

The virus waspurified as described byVerduin (7). After purification, the
virus was dialyzed against 200mMKCl, 10mMMgCl„ and 1mM sodium phosphate
(pH5.0). H„0 in this solutionwas substituted byD„0through three cycles of
centrifugation and resuspension of thepellets inthe above solutionmade up in
D„0. InD.Osolutions, pHmeter readings were takenwithout correction forthe
presence of D„0. The finalvirus concentration was^20mg/ml. ThepH of the
solutionwas adjusted by addingvery slowly 100mM solutions ofDC1orNaOD.
H-NMR spectra were recorded with aBruker WM250 supercon spectrometer. 500 [ll
samples weremeasured at 7°C in the quadrature detection mode withD„0 lock and
1
H-decoupling. The acquisition timewas 0.41 swith apulse delay of

without
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0.6 sand 4000 scanswere taken. The sensitivity enhancementwas 10Hz.Theppm
scale was relative to sodium 2,2-dimethyl 2-silapentane-5-suphonate (DSS). The
verticale scale was corrected for (small)concentration differences. Spectral
intensities were determined using aplanimeter.The absolute spectral intensity
at pH 5.0 was measured using spectra with a spectralwidth of 25 kHz. The
relative spectral intensities were measured from peak areas in difference
spectra at 10kHz spectra width. The estimated error inthe absolute spectral
intensity is~30%. The error inthe comparison of spectral intensities ismuch
smaller.

2.3 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Since CCMVhas a largemolecular mass (M^4.6xl0 ) , theNMR spectral intensity
of sharppeaks isadirectmeasure of thenumber ofmobile nuclei (6,8,9). Rigid

10PPM

5

0

Figure 2.1. 250 MHz H-NMR spectra of CCMV at several pHvalues between 5.0 and
8.0.
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nuclei give rise to broad unresolved resonances.Figure 2.1 represents the
250MHz

H-NMR spectrum of CCMV at several pH values betweenpH 5.0 and

pH 8.0. More than 90% of the resonances are contained inabroad unresolved
background signal, indicating thatmostof theprotein and theRNA is immobile
at theNMR timescale.The three sharppeaks inthe0.5-2.5ppm region correspond
to mobile -CH„ and -CH, groups in amino acid side chains. The rotational
-8
correlation time of these groups isM O
s (6). Figure 2.2 shows the total
spectral intensityof the sharppeaks as a function ofpH. Since theT..values
are almost equal (T^O.1-0.2 s)for all thesepeaks and independent ofpH, an
increase in spectral intensity is solely due toan increase inthenumber of
mobile groups. Figure 2.1J isthe spectrum of CCMV afterback-titration frompH
8.0 topH 5.6. This spectrum is identical to the originalpH5.8 spectrum. This
proves that the observed increase inmobility is reversible. ThepKvalue for
the titration is 7.1,which is ingood agreementwith the results obtained by
Jacrot(2).
The percentage mobile protons increases from 2.0±0.7%at pH 5.0 to8±3%
atpH 8.0. Thismobility can solelybe ascribed to -CH„ and -CH„ groups in amino
acid side chains (11). The thickness of theprotein shell isknown to remain
constant throughout the titration (4). The observed increase ofmobility seems
therefore to result from -CHL and -CH_ groups ofamino acids atthe protein
A
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Figure 2.2. Percentage mobile protons in the 250 MHz H-NMR spectra of figure
2.1 asa function ofpH.
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subunit contact faces thatgainspacetomovewhenthevirusproteinshellis
loosenedbytheradialexpansionoftheproteinsubunits.
RNAwouldgiveastrongresonanceat3.8ppm. Fromtheabsenceofsharppeaks
at this positioninthespectra, itisconcludedthatuponswellingnoRNAis
releasedfromthevirusandthatnoincreaseofmobilityofRNAoccurs.
In the absence of RNA, the N-terminalarmofCCMVproteingivesastrong
arginine signal at3.2ppm. Fromtheabsenceofsharppeaksat3.2ppminall
the spectra, it is concluded that theimmobilityoftheN-terminalprotein
region, due to theprotein-RNAinteraction, isnotinfluencedbyanincrease
inpH.
AlthoughnostructuralinformationcanbederivedfromtheseNMRresults,they
stronglysuggestthattheinteractionsbetweentheN-terminalproteinregionand
RNAremainunalteredduringtitrationfrompH5.0topH8.0andback.Thisisin
agreement withworkonCCMV (10)andasimilarvirusBMV(4)whereinregionsof
RNA that interactwiththeproteinweresuggestednottoreorganizeduringthe
swelling. Sensitivity of CCMVtoproteasesmayalsoresultfromdisclosureof
sites hitherto hiddenonthesubunitcontactfaces,ratherthanfromapartial
unfolding of the the protein subunits themselves (4). This idea is
experimentally confirmed bytheNMRresultpresentedinthischapter, sincea
partial unfoldingoftheproteinsubunitswouldgiverisetoNMRsignalswitha
linewidth according to mobilitymuchfasterthanobservedinthespectrafrom
figure2.1.

The results presented in this chapter have also been published in:
Vriend,G., Hemminga,M.A.,Verduin,B.J.M.,Schaafsma.T.J.,(1982),FEBSLt.146,
319-321.
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3 EPRAND ST-EPR SPECTROSCOPY ON SPIN-LABELLED COWPEA CHLOROTIC MOTTLE VIRUS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Cowpea chlorotic mottlevirus (CCMV)isa sphericalplantvirus of the group
ofbromoviruses. It consists ofRNA surrounded by 180 identical, icosahedrally
arranged protein subunits (1). Thevirus is stable around pH5.0.AtpH 7.5 the
virus is sensitive toproteases andRNases (2). At thispH an increase in ionic
strength (|J>0.3)results ina dissociation of thevirus intoprotein dimers and
RNA almost free ofprotein (3). Eachprotein subunit inthevirus contains two
cysteine -SH groups. Kruse etal.have shown that one ofthese -SHgroups is
easily accessible for maleimide spin-labels when thevirus is inits swollen
state(4).
The same authors have measured electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)and
saturation transfer electronparamagnetic resonance (ST-EPR)spectra of several
conformational stages of spin-labelled CCMV (SL-CCMV). To interpret their
results they followed the ideas of Thomas et al. (5)andMarsh (6), and
suggested an anisotropic motion of the whole spin-labelled protein subunit
within the virus or an anisotropic motion ofthe spin-labelled part of the
protein subunit inthe core of thevirus.
Here an EPR and ST-EPR study ispresented on spin-labelled CCMV and spinlabelled CCMV treated with glutaraldehyde. From a combination of the results of
these studies and previous NMR work onCCMV (7)itcanonlybe concluded that
the observed motional anisotropy inSL-CCMV isnot the result of anisotropic
protein mobility, but represents a local anisotropic motion of the spin-label
with respect to the protein. From a comparison of our spectra with several
previously published ST-EPR studies (8-10)onmaleimide spin-labelled proteins
it is concluded that this type of anisotropic spin-label motionmay alsobe
present in these systems, indicating that the interpretation of these ST-EPR
studies deserves reconsideration.

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1 PREPARATION OF SPIN-LABELLED VIRUS

The preparation of spin-labelled CCMV hasbeen described byKruseetal.(4).
Here a slightly modified procedure is presented that resulted in labelled
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virus that had the same properties as native virus during all control
experiments.
Virus was grownand isolated as described byVerduin (11). After purification
the virus was dialysed against 50mMTris-HCl, 20mMMgCl and50mM NaCl,
PH 7.5.The virus concentrationwas 2mg/ml. The spin-labelling was carried out
at 4°C under a nitrogen atmosphere. 10|Jgof spin-label (3maleimido-2,2,5,5tetramethyl-1-pyrrolodinyloxyl) dissolved in ethanol (20mg/ml)was added per
milligram virus (this corresponds to 1spin-labelmolecule/protein subunit).
After 30minutes unreacted spin-labelwas removed by extensive dialysis against
50mM Tris-HCl, 10mM MgCl

and 50mM NaCl, pH 7.5. After removal ofthe

unreacted spin-label the virus was dialysed to themeasuring conditions and
concentrated to"^30mg/ml.
The integrity of theviruswas investigated by analytical ultracentrifugation,
rate zonal centrifugation analysis, electronmicroscopy and gel electrophoresis
of protein andRNA asdescribed byVerduin (12). 5,5'-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic
acid) was used to determine the extent of spin-labelling (13). The amount of
spin-labellingnever exeeded 0.1 spin-label molecule perprotein subunit. Itwas
found that itwas important toperform allmanipulations at low concentrations
of virus (2mg/ml), spin-label (20pg/ml)and glutaraldehyde (0.5%w/w). All
samples weremeasured directly after concentrating.

3.2.2 FIXATION WITH GLUTARALDEHYDE.

The fixation of SL-CCMV was caried outwith glutaraldehyde by dialysis for6
hours against 50mM Tris-HCl,

10mM MgCl ,

50mM NaCl and 0.5% (w/w)

glutaraldehyde, pH 7.5 and subsequent removal of residual fixativeby extensive
dialysis against the samebufferwithout glutaraldehyde. Through this procedure
the fixation of thevirusbecame complete aswasprovenby theunability of the
virus todissociate,evenunder extreme dissociating conditions. After fixation
the integrity of theparticle was checked by rate zonal centrifugation analysis
and electron microscopy. No mutually cross-linked CCMV particles could be
detected. Gel electrophoresis patterns ofprotein andRNA could notbe obtained
since theparticle could notbe dissociated.

3.2.3 EPR and ST-EPR SPECTROSCOPY

EPR spectra were recorded with aVarianE6 spectrometer intheX-band. The
samples were contained in a glass capillary of 1.2 mm diameter. The sample
height was 15mm and the sample was carefully placed in the center ofa
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rectangular cavity (VarianE-231). The modulation frequencywas 100kHz. The
microwave power was 5mW and themodulation amplitude 0.5 mT at the center of
the sample.
For theST-EPRmeasurements the spectrometer wasmodified as described byDe
Jager and Hemminga (14). Second harmonic (200kHz)quadrature ST-EPR spectra
were recorded with 100mWmicrowavepower and 1.2 mT modulation amplitude at
the center of the sample. Phase settings forthephase sensitive detection of
the quadrature signal were the result of a lineair interpolation of6 spectra
recorded closely around the finalvalue. These spectra were recorded at5mW
microwave power to ensure that saturation transfer effectswereminimal. All
spectra shown are the resultof the summation of 30 scans of 2minutes filtered
with a time constant of 0.3 s.H''/H,C'/C and L''/L values (5,15)were compared
with reference spectra of haemoglobine labelled with the same spin-label to
obtain the isotropicvalues of the rotational correlation times (16). With the
exception ofthe different saltand glycerol concentrations (whichmay influence
the dielectrical constant), allmeasuring conditions were kept identical between
the SL-CCMV and thehaemoglobine spectra.

3.3 RESULTS

In figure 3.1 the EPR-spectra ofSL-CCMV (figure 3.1A) and SL-CCMV protein
dimers (figure3.IB)arepresented. The latter spectrum ischaracteristic fora
_o

rapid anisotropic motion (faster than 10
(17,18).

s) about thenitroxide z-axis

The lineshape of this spectrum corresponds well with computer

simulations by Griffith and Jost (18)foramodel that takes into accounta
rapid wobbling motion of thez-axisof thenitroxide groupwith amaximum half
amplitude of40°(corresponding to anorderparameter S=0.72).

Figure 3.1.EPR spectra of:
A: Spin-labelled CCMV.
B: Spin-labelled CCMVproteindimers.
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The spectrum of SL-CCMV (see figure 3.1A) ismore difficult to interpret. All
peaks arebroadened,butno significant shifts are observed. This leads to the
conclusion that the orderparameter remains approximately constant, whereas the
rate of anisotropic motion about thez-axisdecreases below the limit of rapid
-8
s ) .The rotational correlation time isstill inan

motion (i.e.slower than 10

_Q

_0

intermediate motional region ( M O -5x10

s ) ,since this spectrum significantly

deviates from a rigidpowder spectrum.
The overall rotational motion of theprotein dimers orthevirus particle
does not influence the above conclusions.For the dimer the isotropic rotational
correlation time, as calculated from the Stokes-Einstein equation,is 2.5x10-8
s, whereas thevirusyields avalue of 5x10

s. Inboth situations the system

is inthe slowmotional region.
In the last decade ST-EPR has been applied to study and characterize the
dynamic properties of anumber of spin-labelled biomolecules. Inmost cases the
values forH"/H, C'/C and L"/L from reference spectra of spin-labelled molecules
undergoing isotropic Browniandiffusion havebeen used to derive the rotational
correlation time of themolecule of interest (see (15)for an review). When the
graphs of L"/L, C'/C andH"/H vs.the rotational correlation time are employed
for the analysis of systems undergoing anisotropic diffusion, suchas spinlabelled phospholipids inmembranes, experimental values from a single spectrum
often yield different values forthe rotational correlation time. The analysis
of anisotropic motion inST-EPR spectra hasbeendiscussed byMarshet al. (6,
19).
Figure 3.2A isthe ST-EPR spectrum ofSL-CCMV. This spectrum isvery similar
to ST-EPR spectra of spin-labelled phospholipids undergoing anisotropic motion
in membranes (6). This supports the conclusion from theEPR spectra that the
observed motional anisotropy corresponds tomotion about the z-axis.
When the value of C'/C is compared with thevalues obtained from reference
spectra for isotropic rotationalmotion, avalue of^6x10

sis found. This

value represents the correlation time for the anisotropic motionabout thezaxis.FromH"/H andL"/Lavalue of~2xl0

sisobtained.This value represents

the rotational correlation time of themotion of thez-axis itself. This value
is approximately equal to the rotational correlation time for the overall motion
-A
of thevirus particle,which iscalculated tobe5x10 s.
Figure 3.2B gives the ST-EPR spectrum ofSL-CCMVprotein dimers. The observed
spectral shape is rather unusual.This isprobably the casebecause the mobility
of the dimers (the calculated overall rotational correlation time is^2.5x10
s) is rather fast onthe ST-EPR timescale. It istherefore difficult to estimate

-8
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Figure 3.2.ST-EPR spectra of:
A: Spinlabelled CCMV.
B: Spin-labelled CCMVprotein dimers.
C: Glutaraldehyde treated spin-labelled CCMV.
D: Glutaraldehyde treated spin-labelled under strong dissociating conditions.

the rotational correlation times from the spectral shape. TheC'/Cvalue
indicates that the correlation time for the anisotropic motion about thez-axis
isM O

s.

Kruse and Hemminga (A) also recorded EPR and ST-EPR spectra of SL-CCMV and
reported anisotropic motion about the z-axis. They believed this tobe the
result of an anisotropic motion of thewhole spin-labelled protein subunit
within the virus orof an anisotropic motionof the spin-labelled part of the
protein within the virus protein subunit. Figure 3.2C isthe spectrum of
glutaraldehyde treated SL-CCMV. Since no differences canbe observed between
this spectrum and that ofuntreated SL-CCMV, itis concluded that the observed
anisotropic motion isnot the result of rotations of theprotein subunits within
thevirus core.AnNMR study onCCMV (7)has shownthat a fastmode of segmental
protein motion can be excluded. Therefore the observed anisotropic mode of
motion of the spin-label about itsz-axis isa local anisotropic motionwith
respect to theprotein atwhich the spin-label is attached.
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Figure 3.2D is the spectrum of glutaraldehyde treated SL-CCMV atpH8.0 and
1.0 MNaCl (strong dissociating conditions).No differences are observed between
this spectrum and that of glutaraldehyde treated SL-CCMV inanon dissociating
environment (see figure 3.2C), and thus it is concluded that the subunit
fixation iscomplete.

3.4.

DISCUSSION.

From the EPR and ST-EPR studies it clearly follows that themaleimide spinlabel is not ridgidly attached to the CCMV protein, butperforms a local
anisotropic motion about thez-axis ina cleft atthebinding site. The spinlabel can onlybe attached tothevirus when thepH isabove 7.2, thevalue at
which theprotein subunits aremoved away from each other (20). It is therefore
plausible to conclude that this cleft is located attheprotein-protein subunit
interface. The anisotropic motion about thez-axis ismuch slower inthewhole
virus than in the protein dimers. Themost reasonable explanation for this
observation is an increased steric hindrance due to the closeproximity of the
otherprotein subunits in thewholevirus.
The observed anisotropic motion about the z-axis is surprising. Froma
projection scheme of themaleimide spin-labelmolecule (see figure 3.3A), one
would expect the x-axis to be the rotation axis. Such aprojection scheme
however, can be verymisleading, since frommodelbuilding of the spin-label
using space filling atoms, itcanbe shown thatmotionabout the z-axis ismore
likely to occur thanmotion about thex- (ory-) axis.
The figures 3.3B-3.3D show somepossible conformations of the spin-label in
which the z-axis isalmostparallel to the longmolecular axis. From theEPR
spectra of SL-CCMV protein dimers anorderparameter S=0.7 isobtained. This
order parameter suggests a wobbling motionof thez-axiswithin the binding
cleft (17,18). The spin-label itself has anasymmetric carbon atom; a second
asymmetric carbon atom is the result ofbinding to theprotein. Inaddition the
spin-label canoccur intwo conformations with different orientations of the the
rings with respect to each other. Between these two conformations there is
a high rotational barrier (see figure 3 ) . This large number of possible
conformations allows several anglesbetween thez-axisand the long axis of the
spin-label, which makes it impossible to quantitatively interpret the observed
orderparameter.Alltogether,these variousmodes ofmolecularmotion lead to an
anisotropic motion that ismainly about the z-axis.
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Figure 3.3. Projection scheme of the maleimide spin-label with the z-axis (N-0
direction) perpendicular to the plane. The space filling models of three
conformations are shown. These models indicate that the z-axis is most likely
tobeparallel to the long axes of themolecule.

In many other ST-EPR studies ofmaleimide spin-labelled proteins (8-10), STEPR lineshapes havebeen observed that arevery similar tothe ST-EPR spectrum
of SL-CCMV. In all cases anisotropic proteinmobility was invoked inorder to
interpret the ST-EPR lineshapes. From thepresentwork it is suggested that the
published ST-EPR studies on maleimide spin-labelled proteins need to be
reconsidered in view of a local anisotropic spin-labelmotion at itsbinding
site at theprotein.
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4 SEGMENTAL MOBILITY INVOLVED INPROTEIN-RNA INTERACTION IN COWPEA CHLOROTIC
MOTTLE VIRUS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Cowpea Chlorotic Mottle Virus is a sphericalplantvirus. Itconsists of
three nucleoprotein particles containing 4 RNAmolecules with sedimentation
coefficients of 13S, 18S and 23S (1,2). The molecular mass of each
nucleoprotein particle is ^4.6x10 g. All three particles have the same
protein capsid, which consists of 180 identicalpolypeptide chains arranged
icosahedrally around theRNA (3). CCMV is stable around pH5.0, sedimenting at
88 S and increases in hydrodynamic volume atpH 7.5 and low ionic strength
(|JM).2).
In 1MNaClatpH 7.5 thevirus dissociates intoprotein dimers andRNA almost
freeofprotein (4). Bothprotein andRNA canbe isolated inanative state and
reassembled invitro intonucleoproteinparticles by lowering the ionic strength
at pH 7.5 (4). In the absence ofRNA andby lowering thepH to 5.0, protein
dimers reassemble into empty protein capsids sedimenting at52S (5). The
spatial arrangement of thepolypeptides inthese capsids is similar tothat in
the nucleoprotein capsid: aT=3 icosahedral surface lattice(6).
The coatprotein contains abasic N-terminal region (7), which canbe cleaved
by tryptic digestion (8). Ithasbeen suggested that theN-terminal region is
involved inprotein-RNA interaction (8).Inthis chapter itisdemonstrated that
the N-terminal arm of CCMV is theRNAbinding part of theprotein.
Nuclear magnetic resonance is a suitable technique to study the internal
mobility in largemolecular systems (9-11). From theNMR experiments onthe coat
protein of CCMVpresented in this chapter it is found that theN-terminal region
-9
-8
is internallymobile with a correlation time of 10 - 10 sin the absence of
RNA,whereas thismobility is lostupon interactionwith RNA.

4.2.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS.

4.2.1. PREPARATION OFPROTEIN LACKINGTHEN-TERMINAL AMINOACIDS.
Virus was purified asdescribed byVerduin (12). Coatproteinprepared from
virus by the CaCl. method (13) was dialyzed against 300 mM NaCl, ImM
dithiothreitol (DTT)and 50mMTris-HCl (pH7.5). To this solution trypsinwas
added at anenzyme-substrate ratio of 1/1000. Themixture was incubated for 1h
at 25°C. After incubation thepH of themixture was adjusted topH5.0 with 1M
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sodium acetate. Thereafter,protein lacking theN-terminal regionwas separated
from trypsin and oligopeptides onaSepharose 6B columnequilibrated with 300mM
NaCl and 50mM sodium acetate (pH5.0). The fractions containing emptyprotein
capsids were concentrated by centrifugation and used for assembly orNMR
experiments.

4.2.2. PROTEINASSEMBLY.

Association of coat proteinwas established by lowering thepH of aprotein
solution from pH 7.5 to pH 5.0. Bothnativeprotein and protein lacking the
N-terminal regionwere dialyzed against dissociationbuffer (1MNaCl, 1mM DTT
and 50mMTrisHClpH 7.5) and thedimerswere subsequently assembled into empty
capsids by dialysis against 300mM NaCl, 1mMDTT and 50mM sodium acetate (pH
5.0); 250 |Jlcontaining 100ugproteinwas layered onto a linear 10%-50% (w/v)
sucrose gradient made up in300mM NaCl, ImMDTT and 50mM sodium acetate (pH
5.0) and centrifuged for 15h in aBeekmanSW41 rotorat25000 rev./minand
5°C. The contents of the tubes weremonitored with aLKBUvicord III apparatus
at 280nm.

4.2.3. NUCLEOPROTEINASSEMBLY.

Association ofprotein andRNAwas established by lowering the ionic strength
at pH 7.5. Phenol extracted RNA wasmixed eitherwithnative coatprotein or
with coat protein lacking the N-terminal region indissociationbuffer and
dialyzed at5°C for 2h against 10mMKCl,5mMMgCl«, 1mMDTT and 10mM TrisHC1 (pH7.5); 250|jl of themixture was layered onto a lineair 10%-50% (w/v)
sucrose gradientmade up in 10mMKCl, 5mMMgCl , 1mMDTT and 10mM Tris-HCl
(pH7.5) and centrifuged for 15h inaBeekmanSW41 rotor at25000 rev./min and
5°C. The contents ofthe tubes weremonitored with aLKBUvicord III apparatus
at 280nm.

4.2.4.NMRMEASUREMENTS.

Virus was dialyzed against 200mMKCl,10mMMgCl.and 0.5 mM sodium phosphate
(pH5.0). The proteinpreparations were dialyzed against 300mM NaCl, 10mM
MgCl„ and 0.5 mM sodium phosphate (pH5.0). H„0 in the virus and protein
solutions was substituted by D„0 through 3 cycles of centrifugation and
resuspension of thepellets inthe abovementioned solutions made up inD„0. In
D„0 solutions pHmeter readings were takenwithout correction for the presence
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of D„0. The finalconcentration ofnucleoprotein andproteinvaried from 3-18
mg/ml.
H-NMR spectra were recorded with aBrukerWM250spectrometer. Samples of500
pi were measured at7°C in thequadrature detectionmodewithD„0lock and
without

H decoupling. The acquisition time was 0.82 sand 4000scans were

taken. The sensitivity enhancement was 5Hz. The ppm scale was relative to
sodium 2,2-dimethyl 2-silapentane-5-sulphonate

(DSS). Thevertical scale was

corrected for concentration differences.
4.3.

RESULTS.

4.3.1.THEROLEOFTHEN-TERMINALAMINOACIDS INPR0TEIN-RNA INTERACTION.
The protease sensitivity of theprotein atpH 7.5 (3)was utilized toprepare
viral coat protein lacking 25amino acids from theN-terminus. TheN-terminal
region ishighlybasic and contains 6arginine and 3 lysine residues (7).Inthe
absence of RNA, both nativeprotein andprotein lacking theN-terminal region
assemble into spherical particles as observed inelectronmicroscopy. This
indicates that the N-terminal region isnot required for interaction between
protein subunits. Figure 4.1 represents the ratezonal centrifugation analysis
of theseRNA-freeassembly products. As expected, the empty capsids assembled
fromprotein lacking theN-terminal region sediment slower than52S.Figure 4.2
shows the ratezonal centrifugation analysis oftheproducts obtained bymixing
either nativeprotein orprotein lacking theN-terminal regionwith intact viral
RNA and dialyzing to assembly conditions. Inagreement with the results of
Bancroft et al. (4), native protein reassembled withRNA into nucleoprotein
particles sedimented around 88S. Theprotein lacking theN-terminal region did
not showinteraction withRNA.These data demonstrate that theN-terminal region
is thebinding site forRNA.

Figure 4.1. Rate zonal centrifugation analysis of CCMV coat protein atpH5.0:
A: CCMVnative protein.
B: CCMVprotein lacking theN-terminal region.
Inserts show schematic representations of the assembly products. Ellipses with
tails represent coatproteinwith theN-terminal regionintact.
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4.3.2.MOBILITY OFTHEN-TERMINA1REGION OFTHE PROTEIN.

Since CCMV has a largemolecular mass, theNMR spectral intensity of sharp
peaks is adirectmeasure ofthenumber ofmobile nuclei (9,10). Rigid nuclei
give rise to broad unresolved resonances. Figure 4.3A represents the 250MHz

15ppm
Figure 4.3. 250 MHz
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1, spectra of CCMV and its coat protein assembly
H-NMR

products:
A: Nativevirus.
B: Emptyproteincapsids.
C:Emptyprotein capsids lacking theN-terminal region.
Inserts show schematic representations of CCMV and its coat protein assembly
products. Ellipses with tails represent coatproteinwith theN-terminal region
intact. Dotted lines represent theRNA.

Figure 4.2. Rate zonal centrifugation analysis of RNA-protein mixtures under
assembly conditions:
A: 62.5 M8CCMV-RNA + 250pg CCMV nativeprotein.
B: 62.5 |JgCCMV-RNA + 250M8CCMVprotein lacking theN-terminal region.
Inserts show schematic representations of the assembly products. Ellipses with
tails represent coatproteinwith theN-terminal region intact.The dotted lines
represent theRNA.
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H-NMR spectrum ofCCMV. A fractionof ^98% of the resonances is contained ina
broad, unresolved background signal,indicating thatmost of theprotein and the
RNA is rigid.The few sharppeaks inthe0.5-2.5ppm region,representing ^ 2 % of
the total spectral intensity, correspond tomobile side chains of amino acids at
the protein contact faces (see chapter 2)with a rotational correlation time of
-8
MO
s (9). The spectrum of empty capsids of native protein is shown in figure
4.3B. The linewidth of the peaks inthe0.5-4.5ppm region of this spectrum
corresponds to an upper limit of the rotational correlation time of 3x10

s.

The intensity of these peaks correspond to 10%-15%of the totalNMR signal which
isapproximately equivalent to 15-25 amino acid residues.Figure 4.3C represents
the spectrum of empty protein capsids lacking theN-terminal region. From the
absence of most of the sharppeaks in the0.5-4.5ppm region it is concluded
that themobility observed inthe empty capsids ofnativeprotein (figure 4.3B)
isalmost completely concentrated intheN-terminal region.Further evidence for
the mobility of theN-terminal region isobtained from the observation thatno
aromatic resonances occur inthe5-7 ppm region of the spectrum infigure 4.3B.
The N-terminal region does not contain any of the twelve aromatic amino acid
residues present innativeprotein(7).

4.4.

DISCUSSION.

From the absence of resonances of theN-terminal region inthenative virus
spectrum (figure 4.3A) it is concluded that immobilization of the N-terminal
region occurs upon interactionwithRNA. Thismobility of theN-terminal region
of the coat protein of CCMV isof great importance inthe assembly process of
the virus, since it provides a mechanism to enhance the probability of
interaction of protein and RNA. Although no structural information canbe
derived from the NMR results presented in this chapter,these results are
consistent with a model inwhich a flexible random coil configuration of the
N-terminal region changes intoa rigid a-helix on interaction withRNA. This
model shows great resemblances withmodels proposed forother systems ofwhich
the stability mainly depends onprotein-RNA interaction, such asbrome mosaic
virus (14),histones (15),orprotamines(16).
Smeared out electron densities are found for theprotein-RNA interaction
regions inthehigh resolutionX-ray structure determinations of tobacco mosaic
virus (17),tomatobushy stuntvirus (TBSV) (18)and southernbeanmosaic virus
(SBMV) (19). Internal mobility or disorder havebeen suggested to account for
this effect (18). The results presented inthis chapter onCCMV, which isvery
similar in structure to SBMV and TBSV, indicate that smeared out electron

-9
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densitiescannotbeinterpretedasmobilityonatimecalefasterthan10 s.
From the similarities of protein-RNA interaction in various biological
systems, it is suggestedthatthephenomenonofimmobilizationoftheprotein
region which interacts with RNA is a generalfeaturethroughoutmolecular
biology.
Theresultspresentedinthischapterhavealsobeenpublishedin:
Vriend,G.,Hemminga,M.A.,Verduin,B.J.M.,Wit,J.L.de,Schaafsma,T.J.,(1981)
FEBSLt.134,167-171.
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5 MOBILITY INVOLVED INPROTEIN-RNA INTERACTION INSPHERICAL PLANT VIRUSES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter it hasbeen shown that theprotein region inCCMV
involved in protein-RNA interaction isverymobile in the absence ofRNA(1).
Upon binding RNA, immobilization of this protein region occurred. From a
comparison with other systems,e.g. tobacco mosaic virus (2-4), tomato bushy
stunt virus (5), southern beanmosaic virus (6),histones (7)and protamines
(8) and using protein secondary structure predictions (9) (see chapter 7)a
general model for theprotein-RNA interaction in simpleplantviruses has been
suggested. This model isbased ona random coil toOf-helixtransition for the
protein region interacting withRNA uponbinding.
In this chapter three other spherical plantviruses are considered. Brome
mosaic virus (BMV), belladonna mottle virus (BdMV)and cowpeamosaic virus
(CPMV) have been used, since their stability depends toadifferent extent upon
protein-RNA andprotein-protein interactions (10). The results obtained are in
agreement with the general ideas aboutprotein-RNA interactionwhich havebeen
derived from experiments on CCMV (chapters 4and6 ) .

5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.2.1 VIRUS PREPARATION

BMV was purified as described for CCMV (11). Dimeric coatprotein prepared
from virus by the CaCl„method (12)was assembled intoemptyprotein capsids by
dialysis against 300mM NaCl, 1mM dithiotreitol (DTT)and 50mM sodium acetate
(pH5.0).
The strain of BdMV used inthis studywas obtained fromDr.P.Argosandwas
originally isolated from Physalis heteraphylla (13). Viruswas purified from
tobacco Nicotiana glutinosa as described by Ghabrial et al. (14)with the
modification as described byHeuss et al. (15). The naturally occuring empty
protein capsids (BdMV-T) were separated from thebottom component (BdMV-B)by
isopycnic centrifugation in 40% (w/w) cesium chloride in 50mM potassium
phosphate buffer (pH5.5).
The Sb isolate of CPMVwas grown inVigna unguiculata L.var.Blackeye Early
Ramshorn and purified as described byVanKammen (16). The top,middle and
bottom components (CPMV-T,CPMV-M and CPMV-B)were separated by centrifugation
in a lineair 15%-30% (w/w) zonal sucrose gradient in 10mM sodium phosphate
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buffer at pH 7.0. The gradient was centrifuged for 16h at23000 rev./min at
5°C in anMSEBXVTi rotor. CPMVwas alsopurified using chloroform-butanol
clarification ofthe leafhomogenate and isoelectric precipitation ofthevirus
in order to avoid contamination of the virus withpolyethylene glycol and
sucrose.

5.2.2 NMR MEASUREMENTS

Preparations ofBdMV and CPMVwere dialyzed against 200mMKCl, 10mM MgCl„,
and 5mM sodiumphosphate (pH7.5). BMVwas dialyzed against the samebuffer at
pH 5.0 and itsprotein against 300mMKCl,10mM MgCl. and 5mM sodium phosphate
(pH5.0). H„0 inthe solutions was substituted byD„0 by extensive dialysis
against the abovementioned solutions madeup inD„0. The final concentration of
protein or nucleoproteinvaried from 5-20 mg/ml.

H-NMR spectrawere recorded

with aBrukerWM250or aBrukerWM500 supercon spectrometer. Samples of500|Jl
were measured in the quadrature detectionmodewithD.O lock,and without proton
decoupling. The acquisition timepluspulse delaywas 1sand 4000 scans were
taken. The sensitivity enhancement was 5Hz. The ppm scale was relative to
sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulphonate

(DSS). The verticale scale was

corrected for concentration differences between the components ofeachvirus.
The spectralwidthwas 40ppm.

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 BROMEMOSAIC VIRUS

Figure 5.1A represents the 250MHz H-NMR spectrum of BMV. The fewpeaks in
the 1.0-2.5ppm region contain about 2%of the total spectral intensity. These
peaks can only beassigned to -CH„and -CH~ groups inhydrophylic amino acids
(17), probably located at ornear theprotein surface. The linewidth of these
peaks corresponds to an upper limit of the rotational correlation timeof
MO

s (1-4). The spectrum ofBMV empty capsids (BMV-PT)is shown in figure

5.IB.The sharp peaks inthe 0.5-4.5ppm region of this spectrum containM 5 % of
the total spectral intensity. Theposition and relative intensities of these
peaks are in good agreement withwhat ispredicted from theprimary structure of
the 25 amino acid N-terminal arm ofBMV protein (17,18). The linewidth of these
peaks cooresponds to an upper limit for the rotational correlation time of
10" 9 s.
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E:CPMV
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C:BDMV-

B:BMY-PT

A: BMY
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Figure5.1. H-NMRspectra:
A:BMVat250MHz.
B: BMV-PTat250MHz.
C:BdMV-Bat500MHz.
D:BdMV-Tat500MHz.
E: CPMVcombinedT,MandBfractionsat250MHz.
Onlythe0-10ppmregionisshown.
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5.3.2 BELLADONNA MOTTLE VIRUS

Figure 5.IC represents the500MHz H-NMR spectrum ofBdMV-B. Except for one
small peak at ~3ppm,whichprobably arises from amobile lysine sidechain at
the protein surface, no mobility onatimescale faster than 3x10

s canbe

observed. The spectrum ofBdMV-T is shown infigure5.ID.The sharppeaks inthe
1-4 ppm region containM 0 % ofthe total spectral intensity.
The linewidth of thesepeaks corresponds to anupper limit of the rotational
-9
correlation time of3x10 s. Inthis caseexperiments havebeen carried out at
250MHz (spectra not shown) and 500MHz. This enables us to conclude that the
observed linewidth isdue to isotropic chemical shift differences(3).
The real rotational correlation time istherefore probably much smaller than
the above mentioned upper limit of3*10-9s. The observed resonances maybe
assigned to a few lysine residues, some threonine residues andprobably one or
two aspartic acid,glutamic acid,glutamine and asparagine residues.
No aromatic residues nor cysteine or cystine arepresent among the mobile
aminoacids.

5.3.3 C0WPEA MOSAICVIRUS.

Figure 5.IE represents the250MHz H-NMR spectrum of theunseparated CPMV-T,
CPMV-M and CPMV-B components ofCPMVpurified by the chloroform-butanol method.
Since no sharppeaks are observed inthis spectrum, it is concluded that neither
one of the CPMV components contains internal mobile groups. The spectra of the
individual components are not shown since they could notbe obtained without
large sugar and polyethylene glycol resonances. Exept for these resonances,no
sharppeakswere observed inthe spectra of the individual components.

5.4 DISCUSSION

In the chapters 4and 6, protein-RNA binding studies onCCMV are presented.
For thisvirus the 25N-terminal amino acids are shown tobeverymobile inthe
absence ofRNA. Inthepresence ofRNA nomobility isobserved. Protein lacking
these 25 amino acids isnot capable ofbinding RNA.From the great genetical and
morphological resemblance of CCMV and BMV, a similarbehaviour isexpected for
these twoviruses.The spectra infigure 1Aand Bprove this idea tobe correct.
The 25N-terminal amino acids ofBMV protein are almost completely predicted to
be inana-helix conformation (9). The observed rotational correlation timeof
-9
MO
s makes it hard tobelieve that this protein region is completely
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a-helical. Therefore, it is suggested that theprotein regionwhichbinds the
RNA adapts a flexible random coil configuration in the absence ofRNA. Sucha
conformation is also found from secondary structure predictions, where the
positive charges on the arginine and lysine residues are retained (G.Vriend
unpublished results).
The mobility of theN-terminalprotein region isof great importance since it
provides a mechanism to enhance theprobability of interactionbetween protein
and RNA. The large number ofbasic residues inthis protein region (6arginine
and 3 lysine residues inCCMV (19); 7arginine and 1lysine residues inBMV
(18))suggests that interactionbetween thenegative phosphate groups intheRNA
and the

positive basic amino acids is the primary

driving force for

nucleoprotein assembly. It has beenproven (6,8,2-4,21)or suggested (1,7,9)
that many nucleic acidbinding proteins provide thebestprotein-nucleic acid
interaction when theprotein adopts ana-helix conformation. For this reasona
random coil -a-helix transition for theN-terminal protein regionuponbinding
RNA is suggested. Figure5.2 isthe schematical representation of themodel.
The observed spectra of BdMV fitthismodel very well. Themobile lysine
residues in the BdMVproteinprovide thepositive charges forbinding theRNA
phosphate groups. Figure5.IDproves that immobilization of themobile protein
region occurs upon binding RNA. Interactions between protonated cytosine
residues and dicarboxyl acidic acids havebeen found inturnip yellow mosaic
virus (a virus closely related to BdMV)as a secondary mode of protein-RNA
interaction (10,21). The presence of glutamic acid and aspartic acid inthe
mobile protein region ofBdMV suggest that these interactions also takeplace in
BdMV.

RNA
©
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t
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©
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Figure 5.2. Schematical representation of theprotein-RNA interactionmodel.
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Protein-RNA interactions in CPMV strongly differ fromthoseinallother
viruses mentioned (10,22).Nointernalmobileaminoacidresiduesareobserved
inanyCPMVcomponent,indicatingthattheassemblyprocessisdirectedbyother
thanphosphate-basicaminoacidinteractions.Interactionsbetweenvirusprotein
and genome linked proteinhavebeensuggestedtobeimportantintheassembly
process (22). TheabsenceofamobileRNAbindingproteinregionsupportsthis
idea.
Theresultspresentedinthischapterhavealsobeenpublishedin:
Vriend,G.,Verduin,B.J.M.,Hemminga,M.A.,Schaafsma.T.J.,(1982),FEBSLt.
145,49-52.
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6 INTERACTION OFTHEN-TERMINALARM OF CCMV PROTEIN WITHOLIGO-NUCLEOTIDES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV)isa sphericalplantvirus of the group
ofbromoviruses. It consists ofRNA surrounded by 180 identical, icosahedrally
arranged protein subunits (1).Thevirus isstable around pH5.0 and low ionic
strength (IJMD.2) (2). When the pH is raised to 7.5 athigh ionic strength
(|J>0.3), the virus dissociates into protein dimers andRNA almost free of
protein (2). BothRNA andprotein canbe isolated and reassembled invitro(2).
In the absence ofRNA theprotein subunits canbe assembled into empty protein
capsidsby lowering thepH to5.0 (3).These empty protein capsids have the same
structure as thenativevirus:aT=3 icosahedral surface lattice(4).
The protein subunit contains abasicN-terminal arm of 25 amino acids that
canbe cleaved by tryptic digestion (6). This armhasbeen shown tobe theRNA
binding part oftheprotein (7). Inthe absence ofRNA,this arm isvery mobile
whereas immobilization occurs upon binding theRNA (7). TheN-terminal arm
contains 6 arginine and 3 lysine residues (5), and ithasbeen suggested that
interactions between the positive sidechains of these amino acids and the
negative phosphate groups in the RNA are responsible for the protein-RNA
interaction (7,8). The in vivo assembly process isvery specific. Invitro
however, no specificity hasbeen observed and CCMV protein tends to associate
with anypolynucleotide, or evenpolyanions likepolyvinyl sulphate or sodium
dextran sulphate (9).Using oligo-uridilyc acids of several lengths,Bancroft et
al. (10)demonstrated that at least aminimum requirementof~23nucleotides is
needed to induce capsid formation.
In this thesis the objective isto studymolecular interactions during the
assembly process of CCMV. In this chapter the binding of severaloligonucleotides toCCMVprotein is studied by H-NMR. From thesebinding experiments
it is concluded that the secondary structure of the oligo-nucleotideplays an
role intheprocess ofbinding. Also it is shown that interactions between the
nucleotides and arginine and lysine canbe observed. The part of the N-terminal
protein arm which primarily interactswith theoligo-nucleotides is found to
range from approximately residue 10to25.
6.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
6.2.1 PREPARATION OFVIRAL COAT PROTEIN
Virus waspurified as described before (11). Coatproteinprepared from virus
by theCaCl„method (12)was dialyzed against 300mM NaCl, 10mMMgCl and 10mM
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sodiumphosphate pH5.0.H„0 inthis solutionwas sustituted byD.Oby extensive
dialysis against the above solutionmade up inD„0. InD„0pHmeter readings
were takenwithout correction for thepresence ofD„0. The protein concentration
was initially 2.0 mg/ml.
To obtain protein lacking theN-terminal arm, coatproteinwas dissolved in
300mMNaCl,50mMTris-HClpH 7.5 and treated for24h at5°Cwith 5mg Trypsin
30 Enzygel (Boehringer) per 100mg ofprotein. After incubation the gelwas
removed by low speed centrifugation and the supernatantwas dialyzed against
IMNaCl, 50mM sodium acetatepH5.0 to remove the small cleavageproducts and
induce the formation of empty capsids.

6.2.2 0LIG0-NUCLE0TIDES

The oligo-ribonucleotide (Ap)RAwas obtained from Boehringer ManheimGmbH.
A mixture of oligo-A ribonucleotides ranging in length fromM 4 to M 6
nucleotides was akind gift ofDr.A.Heerschap andprofessor C.W. Hilbers.This
mixture is referred to as (Ap),Asince the average size is~15nucleotides.
(AT),, (deoxy form)was akind gift ofprofessor J.H. van Boom.

6.2.3 NMR MEASUREMENTS

H-NMR spectra were recorded with aBrukerWM500 spectrometer. Samples of
400-600 [il weremeasured at 7°C inthe quadrature detectionmodewithD.O lock.
The acquisition time was 0.4 s and 2048 scanswere taken. The sensitivity
enhancement was 5Hz. Theppm scale was relative to sodium 2,2-dimethyl2-silapentane-5-sulphonate (DSS). Thevertical scalewas corrected for concentration
differences between the samples of each series of experiments. TheHDOpeak was
presaturated 2.0 secwith 1.8 W decoupling power. The samples were dissolved in
D„0containing 300mM NaCl, 10mMMgCl„ and 10mM sodium phosphate atpH 5.0 or
pH 7.5.

6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 THE 0LIG0-NUCLE0TIDES

Figure 6.1Ashows the H-NMR spectrum of (Ap)RA atpH 5.0. Ithasbeen shown
that oligo-A canadopt a double stranded helix conformation at lowpH (13,14).
Thewide range of resonance positions of theH2 and H8protons (see figure 6.2)
around 8ppm, which isthe result of ring-current effects due tobase stacking,
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Figure6.1.500MHz H-NMRspectraof:
A: (Ap)fiAatpH5.0 (doublestranded).
B:(Ap).AatpH7.5 (singlestranded).
C:(AT) atpH5.0andpH7.5 (nodifferencesobservable).
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Figure 6.2. Schematic structureoftheadenine group (2)and (8)indicatethe
protonsobservablearound8ppm.(6)indicatestheaminogroup.
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confirms that this isalso the case for (Ap)0A. Figure 6.IBshows the spectrum
o

of (Ap).AatpH 7.5.At thispH the deprotonation of the amino group atposition
6 (see figure 6.2) prevents the base pairing needed for forming a double
stranded structure (13), but (Ap)_A shows base stacking atthispH asis
concluded from an NMR melting study (G.Vriend, unpublished results). The
structure of (Ap)„A atpH 7.5 and low temperature is concluded tobemainlya
single stranded helix.
The same effects of formation of a double stranded helix atpH5.0 anda
single stranded helix atpH 7.5 asobserved for (Ap)_A, havebeen observed by
Heerschap for the (Ap)..,Aoligo-nucleotidemixture(14).
The spectrum of (AT),, is shown in figure 6.1C. No differences could be
observed between the spectra of (AT),,atpH5.0 andpH 7.5. It is therefore
assumed that (AT),,adopts adouble stranded conformation atbothpHvalues.
6.3.2 BINDING OFOLIGO-NUCLEOTIDESTOPROTEIN DIMERS

Figure 6.3A represents the spectrum of dimers of CCMVprotein. The result of
the addition of (Ap)„A and (Ap)1,A is shown in the figures 6.3B and 6.3C
respectively. The inserts inthese two figures give the lowfield regions of an
equal amount of oligo-nucleotide inthe absence ofprotein dimers. Itis seen
that the linewidth, the relative positions and the intensities of the free
observable resonances of the oligo-nucleotidesare similar inthepresence and
inthe absence ofprotein dimers. It isalso observed that the arginine and the
lysine resonances (around 3.0 ppm)arenot influenced by the addition of (Ap)„A
or (Ap),A.From these two facts it isconcluded thatneither (Ap)RAnor (Ap)..,A
binds toprotein dimers atpH 7.5.
Figure 6.3Dshows the result of the addition of (AT), toprotein dimers atpH
7.5. The total concentration of (AT) (onmonomer basis)isapproximately 0.6
times the concentration ofprotein subunits.The insert in figure6.3Dshows the
lowfield region of an equal amount of (AT), inthe absence ofprotein. Rate
zonal centrifugation analysis of the assembly products of (AT), and protein
dimers at pH 7.5,although assembled at lowernucleoprotein concentrations and
lower ionic strength, revealed the presence of

nucleoprotein

particles

sedimenting around 80S (see figure 6.4). Due to the formation of nucleoprotein
particles with amolecular weigth of^4x10 , all resonances of the (AT), and
theproteinmolecules thatare assembled,arebroadened beyond detection. Figure
6.4 shows the results of a rate zonal sedimentation analysis of (AT),.-CCMV coat
proteinproducts. (AT), and coatproteinwere assembled inmolar ratios of 1:0.3
(A), 1:0.6 (B)and 1:1.5 (C).In figure 6.4 A and B free (AT) 5 remains at
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the topofthegradients.Assemblywithmolarexcessof (AT),(seefigure 6.4C)
results informationofboth"virus"particlesand"virus"doublesatlowionic
strength. The "virus" doubles loosetheirextraproteincoatathigherionic

<AT>5 A J L A - A J V

10
Figure6.3.Bindingofoligo-nucleotidestoproteindimersatpH7.5:
A:Proteindimers.
B:Proteindimers+^200|Jg(Ap)~A
C:Proteindimers+M O O Mg( A P)IA A
D:Proteindimers+^200|Jg( A T ) 5
The amount of protein was 2mg.The sample sizewas 400 pi. Inserts showthe
lowfield regions ofthe spectra ofthesameamountofoligo-nucleotideasused
inthebindingexperiment,butintheabsenceofprotein.
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Figure 6.4. Rate zonal sedimentation analysis of (AT)5"CCMV coat protein
assembly produts. 20 pg of (AT), was mixed with increasing concentrationsof
CCMV protein: 40 pg (A),80pg (B)and 200|Jg(C)and the solutions (300pi)
weredialyzedagainstassemblybuffer:10mMKCl,5mMMgCl«,1mM
dithiothreitol and 10mMTris-HClpH 7.5. 150piofeach solutionwaslayered
on 10-50% (w/w)sucrosegradients inassemblybuffer and centrifuged for2hat
50,000 rpm and 5°C in a Beekman SW 55 rotor. The contentsofthetubeswere
analysedasdescribedinref.11.VrepresentsthepositionofintactCCMV.
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strength resulting in a solution of nucleoprotein particles sedimenting like
virus and free coatprotein dimers(20).
From theseexperiments itcanbe estimated that one double stranded (AT),
molecule binds to 1.5-3 protein subunits.

6.3.3 BINDING OFOLIGO-NUCLEOTIDESTOEMPTY CAPSIDS

Figure 6.5 shows some titration experiments of emptyprotein capsids atpH 5.0
with (Ap).A. At this pH the nucleotide adapts a double stranded helix
conformation. TheNMR results indicate thatnow one double stranded (Ap)RA binds

protein:(ApLA=1:2.0
o

protein:(ApLA-1:1.25

protein:(Ap)gA=1:0.5

10

0 »PPM»

Figure 6.5. Titration of emptyprotein capsids with (Ap)RA.The indicated ratios
are between protein subunits and oligo-nucleotide on a monomer basis. The
protein concentration is ^0.25 |jMol/ml. The insert shows the lowfield region of
a M).25 (JMol/ml (Ap)„A solution (monomer concentration)atpH 5.0.
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to 2-4 N-terminalarms. However, since it isnot certain howmanyN-terminal
arms aremobile inthe empty capsids (see chapter 9 ) , this stoechiometry cannot
be compared with that observed for thebinding of (AT),,toproteindimers.
The sharp protein peaks infigure 6.5D that are still observable after the
addition ofanexcess of (Ap)„Aare assigned to the following protons:M . O ppm=
ValineHy; M . 2 ppm=Threonine Hv; M . 4 ppm=alanine Hß orLysineHy; M . 7 ppm=
LysineHß orHo, or arginine Hß orHv; ^2.1ppm=acetyl group of serine and/or
valine Hß; 3.0 ppm=lysine He. Thevery smallpeak at 3.2 ppm could be assigned
to arginine Ho. However this assignement is rather uncertain due to thevery low
intensity around 3.2 ppm. When looking atthepositive assignements, itis
concluded that the sharp peaks in figure 6.5D arise from serine, valine,
threonine and lysine. When these residues are compared with the primary
structure of theN-terminal arm (see figure 6.6), it is seen that the residues
1-7 agree very wellwith theobserved residues that remainmobile upon binding

5
10
Ac-Ser-Thr-Val-Gly-Thr-Gly-Lys-Leu-Thr-Arg-Ala-Gin-Arg-Arg-

15
20
25
Ala-Ala-Ala-Arg-Lys-Asn Lys-Arg Asn Thr-ArgFigure 6.6. Theprimary structure of theN-terminal arm ofCCMVprotein.

(Ap)„A. Thea-proton region isobscured by sugar resonances of thenucleotide.
Therefore thea-proton resonances of glycine (atthepositions 4and 6)cannot
be studied. The high-field shoulder of thevalinepeak at 1.0 ppm in figures
6.6A and B isassigned to the leucine ô-protons. Unfortunately this signal is
not well enough resolved to decide whether leucine remainsmobile upon the
addition of (Ap)RA ornot. Altogether itis concluded that (Ap)RA binds to the
C-terminalpart of theN-terminal arm, in such a thatway at least the residues
1-7 remainmobile. It isnot certainwhether also leucine-8, threonine-9 and
arginine-10are immobilized ornot.
In spectrum 6.5B some small (Ap)„A resonances around 8ppm are observable. There
are two possible explanations for thepresence of these resonances: 1)These
peaks arise from a small fraction of free (Ap).A. Since the resonance positions
o

are in good agreement with what isobserved for single stranded (Ap)„A (see
figure 6.IB)this free (Ap).A should therefore be single stranded. 2) The two
(Ap)„A molecules which make up the double stranded helix are shifted one ora
few residues with respect toeach other. In this case the 3' or 5' unpaired
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bases could remain mobile afterbinding of the oligo-nucleotide to the empty
capsids.
Figure 6.7 shows the resultof the titration of empty protein capsids with
(AT), atpH 5.0. Althoughmanyproteinpeaks inthe 1-5 ppm region overlap with
(AT),, peaks, it can be seen that the same amino acids remainmobile as is
observed for the titrationwith (Ap)0A.
o

Figure 6.8 shows the resultof the addition of (Ap)„Aand (AT), to protein
o

O

lacking theN-terminal arm, both in the dimer form atpH 7.5 and inthe form of
empty capsids atpH5.0. From the fact thatno effect on thenucleotides isob-

protein:(ATL -1:1.5
o

protein:(AT)_=1:0.0
o

10

0
»PPM»

Figure 6.7. Titration of empty protein capsidswith (AT)_. The indicated ratios
are between protein subunits and oligo-nucleotide on a monomer basis. The
protein concentration is "^0.25 (jMol/ml. The insert shows the lowfield region of
aM).25 |jMol/ml (AT), solution (monomerconcentration).
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Dimers+(AT)5

-+-

10

0»PPM»

Figure 6.8. H-NMR spectra showing theeffect of the addition of (Ap)ftAor (AT),,
to empty protein capsids orprotein dimers,both lacking theN-terminalregions.

served inany of the four cases, it is concluded that the nucleotides only bind
to theN-terminal arm as could be expected from the assembly studies presented
in chapter 4.

6.4 DISCUSSION

Upon binding of the double stranded oligo-nucleotides (AT)_ and (Ap),.A,
immobilization of the N-terminal arm or a part of itoccurs. Themode of
interaction between the oligo-nucleotide seems tobe different atpH5.0 and
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pH 7.5.AtpH 5.0 binding of (AT) C or (Ap)0A to empty protein capsids results in
J

o

immobilization of approximately the residues 10-25 intheN-terminalarm. When
(AT),,binds toprotein dimers atpH 7.5 thewholeN-terminal arm is immobilized.
Single stranded (Ap)„A does notbind toprotein dimers atpH 7.5. The fact that
these oligo-nucleotides and evenpoly-nucleotides likepoly-A orviralRNA can
bind to the empty capsids (B.J.M. Verduin unpublished results)suggests that the
mobile N-terminal arms are located at the "outside"of the capsid. Inthe
capsids formed from (AT),,and protein dimers atpH 7.5, the oligo-nucleotides
and the N-terminal arms aremost likely at the "inside"just as inthe native
virus. In this hypothesis "outside" stads for accessible from theoutside,
whereas "inside" means non-accessible. It is not certainwhether the 7Nterminal amino acids are immobilized inthe capsids formed of dimers and(AT).
because they lack the space tomove, or that this immobilization results froma
different mode of interaction as compared with the interaction atpH5.0.
Inthis study themain interest was the investigation of the structure and the
mobility of theN-terminal arm uponbinding oligo-nucleotides. From the present
resultshowever, also some conclusions canbe drawn about structural aspects of
the oligo-nucleotides which are important for theprotein -oligo-nucleotide
interaction. Double stranded (AT), binds toprotein dimers, whereas single
stranded (Ap) n/ A and (Ap)0A donotbind. Double stranded (Ap).A and (AT),bind
1H

O

O

toprotein capsids. Therefore itmightbe concluded that oligo-nucleotides only
bind to the coatprotein of CCMV if theypossess adouble stranded structure.
This can onlybe a cautious conclusion since single strandedness versus double
strandedness is not theonlyvariable inthe experiments. The other variables
are: 1)The types of double stranded structures are different for the twooligonucleotides (13,15); 2) Thebinding experiments areperformed attwo different
pH values, which could influence the adenine groups inthenucleotides; 3)The
size of the nucleotides isdifferent; 4) The number ofphosphate groups in
a double stranded oligo-nuleotide is twice the numberpresent inthe single
stranded oligo-nucleotide. Thismaybe important since Bancroft et al. already
indicated that the size of the nucleotide could be important for interaction
(10); 5) (AT), is a deoxyribo-nucleotide, whereas (Ap)RA and (Ap)1,A are
ribonucleotides;6)AtpH 5.0 theprotein forms empty capsids,whereas atpH 7.5
theprotein is inthe dimeric form.
For alfalfa mosaicvirus (AMV) ithasbeen found that theRNA contains some
high-affinity sites for the coatprotein (16). InCCMV someprotein subunits
remain attached to theRNA after dissociation of thevirus (9). This suggests
that theRNA ofCCMV also contains somehigh-affinity sites for the coatprotein.
Binding of some coatprotein subunits to thehigh-affinity sites on theRNA is
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required for infectivity oftheRNAofAMV (17), butnotfortheRNAofCCMV
(9). Itisnotknownwhetherthecoatproteinsubunits, whichareboundtothe
high-affinitysites, areprimersfortheencapsidationoftheRNA, ascouldbe
expectedfromathermodynamicalpointofview(18). FromthefactthatCCMV-RNA
which iscompletelydevoidofcoatproteinsubunitsisinfectuous, itmightbe
concluded that the high affinity sites on theRNAareonlyneededforthe
specificity of the assembly process. Both the primary and thesecondary
structure ofthe3'terminalregionsofthe4RNA'sofCCMVarenearlyidentical
(19).Forallthese3'terminalregionst-RNAlikestructuresarepredicted(19).
Therefore it is suggested thatatleastonehigh-affinitysiteislocatedin
this3'terminalregion.
Future studies usingdifferentoligo-nucleotidesshouldsolvetheremaining
questionsabouttheroleofthebasesequenceandthesecondarystructureofthe
oligo-nucletide in the process of protein-RNA interaction. Once thehigh
affinity siteattheRNA'sofCCMVisfound,NMRstudiesonthebindingofthis
oligo-nucleotide or parts of it tothecoatproteinofCCMVcanprovidethe
basis for understanding the molecularprinciples ofprotein-RNAinteraction
whichareatworkduringtheassemblyofCCMV.
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7 SECONDARY STRUCTURE PREDICTION OFCCMV PROTEIN

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Intheprevious chapters ithasbeen suggested that theN-terminal arm of CCMV
protein adopts ana-helix conformationupon interactionwith nucleotides.This
idea is supported by the fact that theN-terminal arm STNV is found tobe partly
in ana-helix conformation(1).
Chapter 9 contains experimental evidence forthepresence of some secondary
structure elements in theN-terminal arm of CCMVprotein,but it isnot clear
which type of structure isobserved.Also these structural elements cannotbe
attributed toaparticular section oftheN-terminal arm. Inthis chapter three
different prediction methods areused to get an indication about the presence
and location ofa-helices, ß-sheets and turns inthe coatprotein of CCMV. The
methods used are those described by Chou andFasman (2,3), Burgess et al.(4),
and Lim (5,6). The first twomethods use aprotein data set consisting ofmany
proteins for which both theprimary protein structure and theX-ray structure
are solved, to derive so-called structuralpotentials forthe 20 common amino
acids. These structuralpotentials are related to theprobability of occurrence
of the amino acids in one of the three main regular structures (a-helix,ßsheet and turn). It has been shown that these structural potentials canbe
improved for the secondary structure prediction of theprotein of interest by
extension of the data setonwhich thepredictionmethod isbased,with proteins
related to thatprotein of interest (7). Therefore theparts of the structures
of the coat proteins of SBMV and STNV that canbe seen inX-ray electron
density maps have beenused to enhance theperformance of these two secondary
structure prediction methods for spherical plantviruses. The method ofLim can
not be optimized in the same way since this method isbased on general
principles ofprotein folding rather than ona statistical analysis of aprotein
dataset.
The methods of Chou and Fasman (2,3)and Lim (5,6)aremodified to enable
the simulation of charge neutralization of the arginine and lysine sidechains.
This was done since intheprevious chapter ithasbeen shown that interaction
between these amino acids and the nucleotide play an important role inthe
process ofprotein-RNA interaction.
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7.2 SECONDARY STRUCTURE PREDICTING METHODS

7.2.1 CHOUAND FASMAN

Themethod described by Chou and Fasman (2,3)predicts secondary structure from
theprimary structure alone.Although themethod isvery simple,its results are
as good as for any othermethod (8-11). Thebasic principle of themethod is an
indirect comparison of anunknownproteinwith a large number ofproteins for
whichboth theprimary and secondary structure are known.The frequency of every
amino acid in the protein data set inany of the threemain conformations
(a-helix,ß-sheet and turn)is compared with the overall abundance of this amino
acid. From these frequencies structural potentials are derived. These structural
potentials are then used topredict the secondary structure of theprotein of
interest. The rules forusing thesepotentials havebeen formulated by Chouand
Fasman(3).
Robson et al. (12) and Klapper (13) studied the statistical relevance of the
use of atoo smallprotein data set.From their results itcanbe concluded that
in general, extension of theprotein data setdoes not implicitly enhance the
reliability of methods derived from it.Ithasbeen shownbyArgos et al. (14)
that extension of theprotein data setused to derive the structural potentials
for the ChouandFasmanmethod does not automatically lead to an increase ofthe
reliability of this method. However, ithasbeen shown that extension of the
protein data setwithproteins related totheprotein of interest,will enhance
the reliability of theprediction (4,7). Therefore the structures of the coat
proteins of SBMV and STNV are added tothe theprotein data setof Chouand
Fasman, and the structural potentials were then calculated again.
The reliability of the prediction was further enhanced by optimizing the
structural potentials calculated in this study for the prediction of the
secondary structure of these twoproteins (the details of this optimization are
presented inappendixC ) .
Argos et al. (14) doubled the protein data setof Chou andFasman. This
resulted in changes up to 25%for some of the structuralpotentials for a-helix
or ß-sheet. Thepredictions using these newpotentials did not differ very much
from the predictions using the original potentials.This indicates that the
succes of theprediction method does not significantly depend on non-systematic
changes in the structuralpotentials.Inthis study the structural potentials
were kept within5% from their initialvalue during theprocess of optimization
for theprediction of the secondary structure ofSBMV and STNV.
Since it is found that the coatproteins of spherical plantviruses havea-
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remarkable high amount of ß-sheets,the cutoffvalue for thedecisionwhethera
residue is predicted tobepart of a ß-sheet ornot (the ß-sheet boundary)has
been decreased by 2%.A larger decrease did not result in anincreased number of
correctlypredicted residues.
The optimization process resulted in general inadecrease of the a-helix
structural potentials exept forhistidine, methionine and serine. The ß-sheet
structural potentials were ingeneral increased. The strongest increase was
found for the ß-sheet structural potentials of alanine, glutamic acid and
serine.
Despite the addition of two proteins to the protein data setand the
subsequent optimization ofthepotentials, nopotential differed more than12%
from thevalue originally derived by Chou andFasman (2,3).

7.2.2 BURGESS,PONNUSWAMYAND SCHERAGA

Burgess et al. (4) have used adifferent procedure to derive the structural
potentials for a-helix and ß-sheet.They counted the occurrence of every amino
acid in the protein data set within the areas in theRamachandran plot
corresponding to an a-helix or a ß-sheet.The turnpotentials have the same
function as in the method of Chou andFasman, the only difference being that
nine positions around the centre of the turn are included,whereas Chou and
Fasman include only fourpositions.The Chou andFasmanmethod defines arbitrary
a-helix and ß-sheet boundaries,whereas inthemethod ofBurgess et al. these
boundaries aremade a functionofthe overall amino acid content oftheprotein
forwhich the secondary structure ispredicted.
Since neither the Ramachandran plots of SBMV and STNV nor the fullprotein
data set used by Burgess et al. are immediately suitable for practical
application, the method of Burgess et al. isonly optimized for the prediction
of the secondary structure of the coatproteins of SBMV and STNV using the
following procedure:
1) The structural potentials for a-helix and ß-sheet are optimized for the
prediction of the secondary structure of the coatproteins of SBMV and STNV in
a similarway as done to themethod ofChouandFasman.Themaximum change that
was allowed for any structural potential was increased to10%.
2) After this optimization of the structural potentials themean structural
tendency (defined as the lowest of thea-helix and the ß-sheet boundary)was
optimized. Itwas found that themaximum number of correctlypredicted residues
was obtained when thismean structural tendencywas increased by 4%.
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The optimization process showed ingeneral the same tendency ofdecreasingOfhelixpotentials and increasing ß-sheet potentials. The increase of performance
due to the increase of themean structural tendencywasmainly the result of
less overpredictions ofa-helices.

7.2.3 LIM

From a study on the architectural principles of thepacking ofpolypeptide
chains and the influence ofwater on thisprocess,Limhas derived a large set
of rules for theprediction of the secondary structure ofproteins (5,6). Lim
divides the amino acids roughly in four categories: large hydrophobic, large
hydrophylic, smallhydrophobic and small hydrophylic. Lim explicitly warns that
his rules can not be applied to residues inquaternary structure areas,near
cofactors or around active centers ofproteins.Since thismethod isbased on
general principles rather thanontheuse of aprotein data set,it isnotwell
possible tooptimize themetod fortheprediction ofviral coatproteins inthe
same way as done for themethods ofChou andFasman,and Burgess et al.

7.2.4 MODIFICATIONS

A close spatial proximity ofequally charged residues ishardly ever observed
inproteins.Especially inana-helix the occurrence ofequally charged residues
separated by 0, 2or 3other residues (implying a close spatialproximity)is
much less than statistically expected (5,6,15). Infigure 7.1 adoublea-helical
net (16)of theN-terminal arm of CCMV protein ispresented. As canbe seen,an
a-helical fold of this arm would result inthe occurence ofmany pairs of
positive charged arginine and lysine residues separated by 0,2or 3 other
residues. Such a structure will therefore bevery unlikely due to the strong
repulsion ofpositive charges. Theprotein data setof Chou andFasman contains
only very fewpairs or clusters ofpositively charged amino acids.Therefore it
may be expected that the structural potentials of arginine and lysine following
from this method are not correctwhen applied to theN-terminal arm of CCMV
protein.Theprediction using thenormalpotentials for these two amino acids is
representative for the case when the charges of arginine and lysine are
neutralized as inglobularproteins or inthepresence ofnucleic acid phosphate
groups. In order to simulate thea-helix breaking character of arginine and
lysine in the N-terminal arm of CCMV protein in the absence of charge
neutralising nucleotides, the secondary structure of this arm is also predicted
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Figure7.1.Adoublea-helicalnetrepresentation(16)oftheN-terminalarmof
CCMV.Inthisnettwoarmsareplacednexttoeachother,inordertoenablethe
observation of the a-helical conformation of the N-terminal arm from all
directions. The distances between adjacent residues is proportional to the
distances between their Ca atoms in an a-helix. The region containing all
adjacentarginine(R)andlysine(K)residuesisshaded.
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using a-helix structuralpotentials forarginine and lysine thatwere lowered by
20%. Inthis case arginine changes from ahelix indifferent residue into aweak
helix breaker, whereas lysine changes from aweak helix former into a helix
indifferent residue.
Using the samemotivation,themethod ofLimwasused intwo different ways.
First thenormal classification of large hydrophylic forarginine and lysine was
used. Second, charge neutralization was simulated by classifying arginine and
lysine as large hydrophobic.

7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Themethods ofChouandFasman,andBurgess et al. havebeenoptimized for the
prediction of the secondary structure of the coatproteins of SBMV and STNV. In
tabel 7.1 the results of theprediction of the secondary structure of these two
proteins, using the optimized methods, are compared with the stuctural data
derived from X-ray studies. From this tabel it canbe seen that 75%ofall
secondary structural elements arepredicted with only some faults inthe borders
of these elements. Both methods tend tounderpredict a-helices. A general
increase oftheprediction ofa-helices by lowering thea-helix boundary,orby
increasing alla-helix potentials with a certain factor did increase the number
of predicted a-helices, but unfortunately there weremore incorrectly than
correctly predicted new helices. On the average, 58% of all residues is
predicted correctly,which is rather satisfying when compared to the results of
other secondary structure prediction studies (8-11).
Figure 7.2 presents the results of theprediction ofthe secondary structure
of the coatprotein ofCCMVusing the optimized methods.For thisprediction the
normal potentials for arginine and lysinewere used,which represents the case
of charge neutralization. Ingeneral it is seen thatbothmethods agree rather
well. For most structural elements only small differences in theborders are
observed. For these cases the totalprediction is taken as theaverage of the
two predictions. Incase ofmore severe disagreement between these twomethods,
the method of Lim has been applied to make the desiscion for the total
prediction.For the residues 165-189 no totalprediction isgiven,since inthis
region there isa complete disagreement between the twomethods.
When the relativepositions of the structural elements inCCMV in figure 7.2
are compared with the tertiary structure of SBMV and STNV, it is seen that the
so called "ß-role" (see figure 1.5) observed intheseviruses isprobably also
present in CCMV. Note that SBMV and STNV are added to theprotein data setof
Chou and Fasman. Themethod ofBurgess et al. isalso optimized using these two
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Figure 7 . 2 . P r e d i c t i o n

scheme for

CCMV p r o t e i n

using the optimized methods

of Chou and Fasman, and Burgess e t a l .
B

: P r e d i c t i o n according t o Burgess e t a l .

C+F : P r e d i c t i o n according t o Chou and Fasman.
T o t a l : J o i n t p r e d i c t i o n of B and C+F. In case of severe diagreeraent between the
two methods,

the method of Lim has been a p p l i e d t o make the d e s i s c i o n for the

total prediction.
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proteins. The prediction of a large number of ß-sheets inCCMVproteinmay
partly arise from the fact thatSBMV and STNV also contain ahighpercentage of
ß-sheet. The close structural resemblance of SBMV, STNV and CCMVmakes the
secondary structure prediction ofCCMV more reliable. Indeed,ahigh percentage
of ß-sheet has been found inthe coatprotein of CCMV using the laser Raman
spectroscopy technique(17).
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Figure 7.3. showsthe prediction ofthesecondary structureofthe N-terminal
arm of CCMV protein using theprediction methods bothinthenormalwayand
after modificationtotake into account charge effects.Itisclearly seen that
an a-helixispredicted from approximately residue10toresidue20onlyinthe
absenceofpositive charges.
The double helical net of the N-terminalarm
ofCCMVprotein, presentedin
figure 7.1,indicates that when thisarmadoptsana-helix conformation,
the
positive chargesarelocatedatonesiteofthehelix.Forother spherical plant
viruses this charged partofthea-helix intheN-terminalarmhasbeen observed
or predicted (1,18) tobeexposedtothe RNA.InSTNVtheother,hydrophobic,
site of the N-terminal a-helix isfoundtointeract withthehydrophobic sites
of the N-terminal helicesofneigbouring protein subunits (1). Theprediction
for the N-terminalarm
ofCCMV protein suggests that thismaybealso occurring
for CCMV.
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Figure 7.3, Secondary structure predictions for the N-terminalarm
ofCCMV
protein according
to:
C+F

:theoptimized methodofChouandFasman.

B. etal.:theoptimized methodofBurgessetal.
LIM (mod):themethodofLimafter neutralizing arginineandlysine sidechains.
C+F (mod):theoptimized methodof ChouandFasman after loweringthe a-helix
potentialsforarginineandlysine.
LIM

:the methodofLim.

The first threepredictionsuseneutralized sidechains.Thelasttwopredictions
use charged sidechains.
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TABEL 7.1. Results of the predictions of the secondary structure of SBMV and
STNV using the optimized methods of Chou and Fasman, and Burgess et al. The
nomenclature for the structural elements istaken from figure I.A.A prediction
of a structural element is called correct when both boundaries are predicted
within 2 residues from theboundary found byX-ray crystalography.
Structure

Chou and Fasman

Burgess et al.

SBMV ßA (43-51)

Correct

Correct

Regions between these

ßA (58-64)

Correct

Correct

sheets predicted

ßB

9 Residues C-terminalnot

Correct

ß-sheet

predicted; turn 64-65
predicted ß-sheet

ßC

Under predicted atboth ends

Correct (Prediction continued 7
residues in C-terminal
direction)

aA

Correct

Missed

ßD

Correct Turnbetween ßDand

Correct

ßE

Correct ßEpredicted ß-sheet

Missed

aB

Missed

Missed

ßF

Correct

Missed

aC

Predicted ß-sheet

Missed

ßG (185-189)

3 Residues shifted N-terminal

Correct (Overpredicted N-terminal]

ßG (197-199)

Missed

Correct

aD

Missed

Underpredicted N-terminal

aE

Correct

Missed

ßH

4 Residues shifted N-terminal

3 Residues shifted N-terminal

ßl

Underpredicted atboth ends

3 Residues shifted C-terminal

254-260 Predicted a-helix

140-144Predicted ß-sheet

a-helix

Correct

Correct

ßB

Underpredicted atboth ends

Missed

ßC

Correct

Missed

ßD

Correct (69-73 Missed)

Correct Regionbetween ßDand

ßE

Correct

Correct ßEpredicted ß-sheet

Overpredictions:
STNVN-terminal

a (101-106)

4 Residues shifted N-terminal

Correct

a (118-123)

Predicted ß-sheet

Predicted ß-sheet

ßF

Correct

Correct

ßG

Correct

Underpredicted C-terminal

ßH

Correct

Correct Regionbetween ßH and ß

ßl

Correct 185-188Predicted turn

Correct predicted ß-sheet

55-60 Predicted a-helix

None

Overpredictions:

1
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8 ENERGY CALCULATIONS ONTHEN-TERMINALARM OF CCMV PROTEIN

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Inthis thesis one of the objectives istoelucidate the structural aspects of
theN-terminal arm of CCMV protein. In thevirus,themobility of the arm is too
slow to give observable resonances. Inchapter 9 evidence ispresented for the
presence of some secondary structure inthisN-terminal arm inempty protein
capsids. Also it isconcluded thatthis secondary structure ismetastable and
that conformational exchange between at least two states ispossible (see
chapter9 ) .
Unfortunately, theNMR technique onlyprovides limited information about the
structural properties of the N-terminal arms. The main limitation of this
technique is caused by the lack of spectral resolution,due to the relative low
-8
-9
mobility of theN-terminal arm (TM O
- 10 s)and the large number of almost
equivalent groups that give rise to a strong overlap of resonances. With the
present state of the NMR technique,the structure of theN-terminal arm can
hardlybe studied ingreater detail than in the studypresented in thisthesis.
An alternative way to obtain information about the structural and dynamical
aspects of theN-terminal arm isby calculational methods.A secondary structure
prediction of theN-terminal arm ispresented in chapter 7. This analysis shows
that anOf-helical conformation of a largepart of theN-terminal arm is favoured
in thevirus,whereas this arm does not adopta regular structure inthe absence
ofRNA. These secondary structure predictionmethods,however,onlyprovide the
relative changes for the occurrence of apeptide or apart of it inone of the
regular structures (a-helix, ß-sheet and turn). Amuchbetterway to obtain
information about the N-terminal arm would be the application of molecular
dynamics. This method canbeused toderive the time average structure(s)and
the frequencies of all internalmotions (which then could be checked byNMR).
Unfortunately, available computers are not fast enough toperform a molecular
dynamics simulation for a sufficiently long timescale to derive conclusions
about structure and mobility of a peptide with a length of 25aminoacids.
Therefore in this chapter only an energy calculation of several conformational
states of the N-terminal arm of the coatprotein of CCMV isperformed. This
approach is certainly not ideal,but it isthebest that canbe donewithina
reasonable amount of computer time. The results obtained are compared with the
2D-N0E resultspresented in chapter 9.
For the studypresented inthis chapter theUNICEPP program (1)isused, which
calculates the totalmolecular energy of agiven conformation of the N-terminal
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arm. This program is combined with aminimization procedure according to Powell
(2,3), to find the conformation with the lowest energy. Structures of theNterminal arm were evaluated on an interactive computer graphics system of the
Agricultural University.
8.2 THE CALCULATIONAL METHOD
Since even the computer time needed for a reduced grid search inthe
conformational space is still far beyond the practical possibility, the
following method was used for the calculation of the structure of theN-terminal
arm of the coatprotein of CCMV:
An

interactive computer graphics system was used toderive an initial

structure for theN-terminal arm. Three starting conformations were choosen in
the ß-sheet region and three inthea-helix region.From these starting points
energy minimizations were proceeded until thenearest localminimum was found.
This minimization was done three times, once with thepartial charges of
arginine and lysine according to a situation inwhich theoverall net charge is
zero, once with the overall positive charge retained as described byMotnanyet
al. (A), and oncewith thepositive charges retained,but reduced by a factor
of two, as seems more reasonable inanaquous solution containing negative
counterions for thepositively charged arginine and lysine sidechains.
The potential energy functions used as abasis for theprogram UNICEPP have
been described in a series of articles (4-10). The characteristics of the
potential energy functions that are of relevance for the study of the N-terminal
protein armof CCMV canbe summarized as follows(1):
1)All -CH-, -CH„, aliphatic -CH and aromatic -CH groups are treated as single
united atoms. The partial charges of the atoms that are combined inan united
atom are added up to obtain thenetpartial charge of the united atom.
2)Thepotential energy of apairwise electrostatic interaction is computed asa
Coulomb potentialbetween (united)atom-centered monopole partial charges Q. and

V
U = 332.0 xQ. xQ. /D xR..
where Q. and Q. are inelectrostatic charge units, the dielectric constant D is
taken as 2.0,Rij is the internuclear distance and 332.0 is the factor needed to
give the energy inunits ofKcal/mole.
3)A modified Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential isused to compute the nonbonded
interaction energy of an atom pairi,j:
U =AxR.," 12 -BxR.."6
where R.. is the internuclear distance and A and B are constants for the
iJ
repulsion and attraction between eachpair of (united)atoms(1).
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Tabel 8.1. Partial charges of the atoms inthe sidechainsof arginine and lysine
used inthe structure calculations.
} means:combined inan united atom.
Charges are inelectronic chargeunits.
The atoms are indicated according to the IUPAC-IUBnomenclature(11).
All other charges had thevalues given in(8).

t o t a l charge

Atom

Half r e t a i n e d

Retained

-0.030

-0.030

-0.030

Hß)

0.015

0.015

0.015

CY)

-0.025

-0.025

-0.025

HYJ

0.020

0.020

0.020

Co)
Hôj

-0.030

-0.072

-0.115

0.020

0.060

0.100

Ce)

0.110

0.075

0.050

He)

-0.005

0.067

0.120

NC
HC

-0.395

-0.357

-0.320

0.150

0.235

0.320

Arg CßJ

-0.030

-0.030

-0.030

0.015

0.015

0.015

-0.030

-0.030

-0.030

0.030

0.030

0.030

0.100

0.110

0.120

Zero

Lys CßT

Hßj
W
HYJ
CôS
Hôj

0.010

0.010

0.010

Ne

-0.350

-0.325

-0.300

He

0.170

0.200

0.230

CC

0.480

0.530

0.580

Nql

-0.420

-0.405

-0.390

Hr|l

0.090

0.185

0.280

Nr)2

-0.410

-0.400

-0.390

Hq2

0.160

0.220

0.280
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4)Hydrogenbondenergyiscalculatedby:
U=CxR.."12-DxR.."10
where C and D aretheconstantsfortherepulsionandtheattractionbetween
all pairs of proton donors and acceptors (1),andR..istheinternuclear
distance.
5)Atorsionalcontributioniscalculatedforeverydihedralangleintheunited
atomstructure.
The valuesforthepartialchargesofthelysineandargininesidechainsused
inthisstudyarepresentedintabel8.1.
8.3 RESULTS
Anenergyminimizationwasperformedthreetimesforeachofthesixstarting
conformations used inthisstudy.Thebackbonedihedralanglesofthe25amino
acids oftheN-terminalarm allhadthesamevalueinastartingconformation.
The startingvaluesforthedihedralanglesandthevaluesinthelocalminimum
reachedbythetheminimizationprocedureareshownintheRamachandranplotsin
figure 8.1. Therelativeenergycontentsofthestructuresinthelocalminima
aresummarizedintabel8.2.
Tabel8.2.Relativeenergycontentsofthestructurespresentedinfigure8.1.
ThevaluesareexpressedinKcal/molrelativetoanarbitraryreferencepoint.
Thecodesrepresentingthestructuresrefertofigure8.1.
Structure(,)

Partial chargesonarginineandlysine
Zero

Halfretained

(-30,150)

-188

-71

+87

ßll (-50,150)

-169

-80

+66

ßlll(-150,150)

-155

-71

+67

al (-118,-57)

-134

-96

+94

all

(-57,-57)

-227

-126

+63

alii (-50,-50)

-238

-127

+51

ßl

Retained

From the relative energyvaluespresentedinthistabelitisseenthatin
termsoftheenergycontentcalculated, thenormalrighthandedhelixisalways
the most favorable conformation, as couldbeexpectedfromgeneralideason
proteinstructure (11). However,itisseenthattheenergydifferencesbetween
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Figure 8.1.Ramachandran plots ofthe18structures oftheN-terminal arm
of
CCMVattheir local energy minimum.
Circles indicate backbone dihedralangles.
Crosses indicatethestartingpointforalldihedralangles.
Several residues forwhich thedihedral angles differ strongly from allother
dihedral angles and from the starting values areindicated. Ascanbe seen
inmost cases these residues lieintheregion from residu1toresidue7.
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the several structures become lesswhen a largerpositive charge is retained on
the the arginine and lysine side chains. This observation does not result from
the fact that different local minima were obtained inthepresence or the
absence of charges. This was checked by introducing the charges onthe
structures obtained by minimizing the energy inthe absence of charges, and
subsequent continuation of the minimization procedure until the new local
minimum was reached. Thevalues for the energy content obtained by this method
could be compared to the values found by calculating the structure from the
initial starting conformation with thepositive chargespresent all thetime.
The same procedure was also performed the otherway around. Inthis case the
differences with thevalues obtained with the corresponding uncharged structure
were somewhat larger (i.e.up to+31Kcal for ßl), but the differences between
thea-helix and the ß-sheet structures remained significant.

In chapter 9a2D-N0E study onempty capsids of the coatprotein of CCMV is
presented. From this study a fewpairs of residues were found tohave a close
spatialproximity. Thesepairs are 8-leucineHô -9-threonine Hy and 2-threonine
Hv -3-valineHy.Two other close spatialproximities were tentatively assigned:
4-glycine Ha -5-threonine NH and 6-glycineHa -7-lysineNH. In tabel 8.3 the
distances between these fourpairs ofprotons inthe 18structures atminimal
energy are presented.
From this tabel it is seen that the distance between 8-leucine Hô and 9o

treonine Hv is 4.1 Angstrom in the uncharged ai structure. In all other
structures this distance is even larger. These distances are too long to give
measurable NOE effects (see chapter 9 ) . The 2-threonine Hy - 3-valine Hy
distance is only short enough to give a measurable NOE effect inthe uncharged
structure all.All distances calculated between 4-glycine Ha and 5-threonine NH,
o

and 6-glycineHa and 7-lysineNH are smaller than3.2 Angstrom and are therefore
in good agreement with the 2D-N0E results from chapter 9. Note however, that
o

these two distances cannever become longer than3.2 Angstrom inany structure.
8.4 DISCUSSION

The best method for calculating the structure of aproteinmolecule isthe
application of molecular dynamics in every local energy minimum in the
conformational space of this protein molecule. These calculations mustbe
performed in the presence ofwater and all other solutemolecules. When the
solutions of the equations ofmotion for allof the atoms inthemolecule are
integrated over a long enoughperiod of time, the resulting trajectory fora
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Tabel 8.3.Distances between groups intheN-terminal arm (inAngstrom units).
A = d(8-leucine Hô ,9-threonine Hy)
B = d(2-threonine Hv ,3-valineHy)
C = d(4-glycine Ha ,5-threonine NH)
D = d(6-glycine Ha ,7-lysine NH)
In case ofequivalentprotons,the shortest distance ispresented.

A

B

C

D

5.8

5.8

2.4

2.1

ßll

5.9

5.8

2.4

2.2

ßlll

7.2

5.3

2.1

2.2

al

4.1

5.0

2.2

2.1

all

5.4

3.2

2.2

2.2

alii

4.6

4.2

2.5

2.6

Structure

Uncharged ßl

Charges

ßl

6.2

5.6

2.2

2.2

half

ßll

5.8

5.0

2.4

2.1

6.5

5.7

3.2

2.2

al

4.4

5.7

2.7

2.6

all

4.3

5.7

2.7

2.8

alii

4.4

3.8

2.1

2.1

retained ßlll

Charges

5.9

6.0

2.2

2.3

6.0

5.7

2.2

2.2

ßlll

5.8

6.0

2.9

2.2

ai

4.4

5.2

2.6

2.6

all

5.3

4.7

2.6

2.6

alll

5.1

4.1

2.6

3.1

ßl

retained ßll

molecule may beused to compute the average space-and time-dependent properties
of the system. Unfortunately, the amount of computer time needed for suchan
approach is farbeyond the limit ofwhat ispractically possible. To overcome
this problem several approximations mustbe introduced. The following approximations are generally accepted:
1) A

large amount of computer time is saved by completely neglecting the

solvent, in our casewater. This neglection maybe serious for the biological
relevance of the result,sincewater has anessential role inbiological systems
and is ultimately involved in the structure and function ofbiomolecules.
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Rossky and Karplus

(13,14)

describe the results of molecular dynamics

simulations of analanine dipeptide both inthepresence and inthe absence of
water molecules.They find thatneither the average structure,nor the magnitude
of the local fluctuations of the dipeptide is strongly affected by the solvent
environment. The observed small structural differences in thepresence ofwater
that were significant, cannotbe interpreted interms of asimple description
inwhich awatermolecule is considered tobe eitherbonded ornonbonded to the
dipeptide (13). Van Gunsteren andKarplus (15)applied molecular dynamics to
bovine pancreatic trypsine inhibitor. They calculated thebehaviour of this
molecule invacuum, inthepresence ofan apolar solvent,and inan crystalline
environment. They started theirmolecular dynamics simulations from the X-ray
structure and found that the equillibrium structure inthepresence of solvent
molecules or the crystal field is significantly closer totheX-ray structure
than isthevacuum result. Large local deviations from theX-ray structure are
observed in vacuum for amino acid sidechains thatpoint out of themolecule.
Although the differences are significant when compared to the experimental
errors, they remain small inanabsolute sence and itmaybepossible tomodel
certain environmental effects without taking explicit account of the individual
solvent atoms (16).Inthe calculations presented inthis chapter,there is only
interest in the structures of theN-terminal arm at local energyminima inthe
conformational space. Inview ofwhat hasbeennoted above it is clear that no
absolute conclusions can be drawn from the resultspresented inthis chapter,
since the calculated energy only contains an enthalpy contribution and no
contribution from the entropy of the solute, nor from the entropy of the
solvent is included.
2)Van Gunsteren and Berendsen describe different algorithms for integrating the
equations of motion (17). They propose a scheme bywhich constraints canbe
incorporated inamolecular dynamics simulation.They found that the application
of bond-length constraints reduce the required computer time by a factor of
three. The major disadvantage of the introduction of these constraints is the
loss of information of thehigh frequency motions (17). Inthe approach choosen
for the calculation of the structure of theN-terminal arm ofCCMVprotein, the
only effect of the introduction ofbond-length constraints isthat during the
minimization process thepathway to thenearest localminimum is influenced. The
same authors also discuss the introduction ofbond-angle constraints,but this
is not very important for the UNICEPPmethod since thismethod uses the so
called united atom approximation formost groupspresent inaprotein (1,10).
3)The number of interatomic interactions inthemolecule of interest is reduced
by the introduction of the united atom approximation (1). Dunfield et al. (10)
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show that the differences between the results obtained by using themethod in
which every atom is treated individually and theirmethod arevery small. The
calculational time is reduced by a factor of 2.5 by the introduction of this
approximation.
4) Using theunited atom approximation theN-terminal arm ofCCMV contains 156
variable dihedral angles. Thus the energy surface is 156-dimensional, and is
very complex. This energy surface containsmany localminima and aminimization
procedure will lead to the minimum inthe samepotential energy well as the
conformation fromwhich the computation was started. Themainproblem is that in
order to reach theminimum of lowest energy (which even does not implicitly have
tobe thenative structure)aprocedure is required to surmountpotential energy
barriers. But even then,one canneverbe sure that the lowest energyminimum is
found before agrid search through thewhole conformational space isperformed.
Scheraga has suggested that the multiple minima problem canbe overcome by
taking all possible combinations of low lyingminima for the single residues,
and minimizing their energies (18). This method has been applied to the
computation of the cyclic decapeptide gramicidin S, forwhich 10541 starting
conformations were needed (19,20). Such aprocedure however is tootimeconsuming for theN-terminal arm.
From the fact thatno systematic correlation between the calculated structures
and the results from the 2D-N0E studypresented inchapter 9 canbe observed, it
is concluded that no detailed structural conclusions canbe drawn from the
results presented in this chapter.However,the resultspresented here support
the conclusion drawn in theprevious chapter thatno structuralpreference is
observed when thepositive charges are retained on the arginine and lysine side
chains, whereas intheabsence ofpositive charges thea-helix conformation is
favorable. The fact that no structuralpreference isobserved when the positive
charges are retained is also in agreementwith the observed conformational
exchange in theN-terminal arm (see chapter 9.2), since itwas found that the
conformations participating intheexchange process are equaly populated, (assuming a two-site exchange model). Such anequality ofpopulations canonlybe
achieved when the structures participating in the exchange process possess an
equal chance of ocurrence, and thus an equal energy content. Inthis case
however,both the enthalpy and theentropy should be regarded,which isnot done
in this study.
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9 ANALYSIS OFTHE STRUCTURE AND MOBILITY OFTHEN-TERMINALARM OF CCMV PROTEIN

Inchapter 5 amodel for theprotein-RNA interaction in CCMV (and other
viruses) is presented. Evidence for the successive steps of this interaction
model ispresented throughout the chapters 2-8.Themodel includes a random coil
conformation for theN-terminal arm of the protein inthe absence ofRNA. In
this chapter some results are presented modifying this idea. Although the
studies presented in this chapter are still incomplete they already provide
sufficient data to draw some conclusions about the structure of the N-terminal
arm of CCMV inthe absence ofRNA.

9.1 A COMPARISON BETWEEN N-TERMINAL ARMS INDIMERSAND EMPTY CAPSIDS

9.1.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter 4a H-NMR study ispresented onCCMV and its empty protein capsids
both of intact protein and of protein lacking theN-terminal region. The
spectrum of empty capsids of intactprotein revealed thepresence of internal
protein mobility. From the fact that thismobility isnotpresent inthe empty
capsids ofprotein lacking theN-terminal arm, it is concluded that the observed
mobility is located in theN-terminal arm. Although the observed sharppeaks in
the spectrum of empty capsids of native protein, indicating the internal
mobility, result from theN-terminal arms only, ithas notbecome clear from the
results presented in chapter 4whether everyN-terminal arm ismobile or onlya
fraction of the arms. In this section it is shown that not every N-terminal arm
is mobile in empty capsids ofnative protein. Also itwillbe shown that the
N-terminal arm possesses extra mobility intheprotein dimers and that some
residues (e.g.thevaline residue in the core that lies directly adjacent to the
N-terminal arm)gainmobility upon removal oftheN-terminal arm.

9.1.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

The fourprotein samples used inthis study were prepared asdescribed in
chapter 4. The proteinpreparations were dialyzed against 300mM NaCl, 10mM
MgCl„ and 10mM sodium phosphate pH 5.0 (empty capsids)or pH 7.5 (dimers). In
theseprotein solutions H_0was substituted byD„0by extensive dialysis against
the same solutions made up inD.O. The final concentration ofprotein varied
from 5-8 mg/ml.

H-NMR spectra were recorded with aBruker CXP300 spectrometer.

Samples of 500 |jlwere measured withD„0 lock and without proton decoupling. The
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temperaturewas kept at 7°C.The acquisition time plus pulse delay was 2.4 sand
400 scanswere taken. The sensitivity enhancementwas 5Hz. Theppm scalewas
relative toDSS.Inall figures thevertical scalewas corrected for differences
inprotein subunit concentrations.

9.1.3 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

9.1.3.1 THENUMBER OFMOBILEN-TERMINALARMS INEMPTY CAPSIDS

Figure 9.1 shows the spectra of empty capsids and dimers ofboth native
protein and protein lacking theN-terminal arm. Figure 9.2A shows the highfield
region of the difference spectrum of the dimers of intactprotein and dimers

10
1, spectra of empty capsids anddimers.
Figure 9.1. H-NMR
A: dimers of intactprotein.
B: dimers lacking theN-terminal region.
C: empty capsids of intactprotein.
D: empty capsids lacking theN-terminal region.
Vertical scales are comparable (Acq. time >4xT.)
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Figure 9.2. Difference spectra ofdimersand empty capsids.
A: difference spectrum of intact dimers minus dimers lacking the N-terminal
region.
B: difference spectrum of empty capsids of intact proteinminus empty capsids
lacking theN-terminal regions.
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lacking the N-terminal arms. When it isassumed that the core of the protein
does not show differences inthese two types of dimers, figure 9.2A represents
the spectrum of only N-terminal arms of protein dimers, since all other
resonances are removed by subtraction. Figure 9.2B shows the difference
spectrum of empty capsids with and withoutN-terminal arms.Using the same
reasoning as for figure 9.2A, figure 9.2B approximately represents the spectrum
of the N-terminal arms of the empty capsids only. Inspectrum 9.2A all 25 residues of everyN-terminal armpresent inthe sample contribute to the spectral
intensity, since the rotational correlation time of the dimers is such thatno
-8
peaks arebroader than 40-100Hz (1) (T~2.5xl0 (2)). Besides some differences
between figure 9.2A and 9.2B whichwillbe discussed below, it is seenthat the
overall spectral intensity is less for theN-terminal arms in capsids than for
the arms indimers.Except for the glutamine resonances around 2.4 ppm and the
asparagine resonances at ~2.9 ppm, which arebroadened beyond detection or
shifted strongly in figure 9.2B, it is seen that the integrated spectral
intensity of all lines decreases approximately with the same extent going from
figure 9.2A to 9.2B. It istherefore concluded that a certain fraction of the
N-terminal arms is completely immobile in the empty capsids.The results shown
in figure 9.2 indicate that approximately 30%of the arms is immobile in the
empty capsids. This amount of "immobile"armsvaried from 20-55%throughouta
series of successive experiments. Although the reason for thisvariation is
unknown, itclearly demonstrates that at least two types ofN-terminal arms are
present inemptyprotein capsids:mobile arms and immobile arms. Some N-terminal
armsmay be immobile because they are involved inprotein-protein interaction in
a similarway as observed forparts of theN-terminal arms of the C-subunits of
TBSV (3)or SBMV(4).

9.1.3.2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ARMS INCAPSIDSAND DIMERS

An inspection of the spectrum of dimers of intactprotein (figure 9.1A)reveals
that this spectrum contains sharp lines (linewidthM 0 - 4 0 Hz)and broad lines
(linewidth ^40-100 H z ) . The estimated linewidth intheabsence of internal
motions for theprotein dimers is40-100Hz (1).Internal motions can decrease
this linewidth.The sharppeaks mostprobably arise from internally mobile amino
acids. To select the sharpest lines inthe spectrum, the convolution difference
method was applied. The result of this convolution difference is shown in figure
9.3A. Using the random coil positions for amino acid resonances presented in
appendix A, the sharpest peaks in the dimer spectrum canbe assigned to arginine
(3.2 ppm),lysine (3.0ppm), valine (1.0ppm), leucine (0.95ppm)and glutamine
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Figure 9.3. Convolution difference spectra ofdimers.
A: convolution difference spectrum of intact dimers; 2Hz broadened minus 5Hz
broadened.
B: convolution difference spectrum of dimers lacking the N-terminal arm; 4Hz
broadened minus 9Hzbroadened.
Vertical scales cannotbe compared.
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(2.3, 2.5 ppm). Due to the overlap withother peaks,the resonances of alanine
(1.2 ppm) and the acetyl group of serine (2.1 ppm) cannotbe assigned
unambiguously. From the resemblance between this list ofamino acids and the
primary structure oftheN-terminalarm, itis concluded that theN-terminalarm
is mainly responsible forthese sharppeaks inthe dimer spectrum and indicates
that in the dimers theN-terminal armpossesses extramobilitywith respect to
the core of theprotein subunit.
Whenthe spectra of figure 9.2 A andB are compared, abroadening isobserved
of all lines of theN-terminal arms incapsids. It isalso seen that some lines
are broadened more than other lines. This is espescially the case for arginine
Hd (V3.2 ppm),arginine Hß and lysineHß (M.85 ppm)andvery strongly for the
asparagine Hß resonances around 2.9 ppm and glutamineHv resonances around2.A
ppm.
Figure9.A shows the spectrum ofempty protein capsids at several levels of
resolution enhancement. The Lorentz-Gauss transformation used to obtain this
resolution enhancement, in principle decreases all linewidths with the same
amount. Lines with a relatively shortT„ cannotbe sharpened unlimited, since
the process of resolution enhancement decreases the signal tonoise ratio of
these linesmore than lineswith a relative long T„. Also lines that areheterogeneously broadened due to small differences in the chemical shift of the
protons contributing to that line cannot be sharpened unlimited. When the
successive steps of resolution enhancement are followed, it is seen that the
resonances of glycine (3.9ppm),serine (3.75,2.1 ppm),threonine (1.2ppm),
valine (1.0 ppm), leucine (0.95, 0.93 ppm), and the lysineHe (3.0ppm)can
easily be sharpened to a fewHz.This indicates that these peaks arenotheterogeneously broadened. For several other resonances (e.g.arginine (3.2,1.9, 1.7
ppm), the other resonances of lysine (1.5,1.7, 1.9 ppm),alanine (l.Appm)and
asparagine (2.8ppm))the lines remainbroad at increasing levels of resolution
enhancement, or are split up inseveral individual resonances. This canonly
be the case if these resonances consists of close lyingpeaks, arising from
chemical shift differences of

equivalent protons in

different chemical

surroundings.This observation strongly suggest that some secondary structure is
present in theN-terminal arms inemptycapsids.

9.1.3.3 MOBILITY INTHE PROTEIN SUBUNITS LACKING THEN-TERMINAL ARM

The N-terminalprotein arm consists of 25 amino acids.Intheprevious section
the mobility of these 25 amino acids inempty capsids and protein dimers has
been discussed. In the spectrum ofempty capsids (see figure9.ID)and dimers
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Figure 9.4. Resolution enhanced 0-5 ppm region of the H-NMR spectrum of empty
capsids of intact protein. A-E: five successive steps of further resolution
enhancement.
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(see figure 9.IB) lacking the N-terminal arm some internal mobility remains
observable. In the spectrum of empty capsids (see figure 9.ID), this internal
mobility arises from -CH.groups ofvaline,leucine or isoleucine.
For theprotein dimers lacking theN-terminal arm the convolution difference
spectrum is shown in figure 9.3B. When the observed resonance positions are
compared with the random coil positions presented inappendix A, it is concluded
that the peaks arise from lysine (3.0,1.5, 1.7, 1.9 ppm),glutamine (2.3,2.5
ppm), asparagine (2.8ppm)and a few amino acids from the group:valine, leucine
and isoleucine (0.9-1.0ppm). It isnot certainwhether all these residues are
also mobile inthepresence of theN-terminal arm or that thismobility is the
result of the removal of this arm. The factthat the two residues directly
adjacent totheN-terminal arm (the residues 26 and 27)arebothvaline suggests
that thevery sharp lines around 0.96 ppm which are observed in the spectra9.IB
and 9.3B arise from these valine residues. These residues most likely gain
mobility upon the removal of theN-terminal arm.These peaks show avery small
downfield shift (0.01-0.02 ppm)with respect to the resonance position of the
valine in the N-terminal arm.This could explain the occurence of the strong
negative peak at0.97 ppm inspectrum 9.2A.

9.2 THE STRUCTURE OFTHEN-TERMINAL ARM

9.2.1 INTRODUCTION

Intheprevious section evidence has beenpresented that on the average,some
secondary structure ispresent intheN-terminal arm of the coatprotein ofCCMV
in empty capsids. Inorder to study this secondary structure inmore detaila
2D-N0E spectrum of empty capsids was recorded, since ithasbeen shown that such
a spectrum canprovide structural information (5-7). Because thepulse sequence
used for. obtaining the 2D-N0E spectrum generally does notdiscriminate between
N0E effects and exchange (8,9), a frequency dependent study of the amide protons
in theN-terminal armwas performed aswell.
From the results obtained it is concluded that theN-terminal arm can occur in
at least two metastable structures. Between these stuctures, conformational
-3
exchange is observed with a rate constant of^2x10 s.Again,the results
suggest that somea-helicalstructure ispresent in theN-terminal arm. Although
no detailed conclusions can be drawn about the type and the location of the
observed secondary structure,the resultspresented inthis chapter unambiguously prove that a part of the N-terminal armof the coatprotein of CCMV is
structured inempty capsids.
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9.2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Empty capsids of CCMVproteinwere prepared as described in chapter 4. The
capsids were dialyzed against 300mM NaCl, 10mMMgCl„ and 10mM sodiumphosphate
pH 5.0,dissolved inH„0. Apellet of empty capsids,produced from this solution
by centrifugation for 4h at 40000 rpm inaBeekmanTi60 rotor, was gently
stirred for 48h in 1ml of the above solution made up inH„0 :D„0= 8 5 :15.
By this procedure a "saturated" protein solution containing M 5 0 mg/ml, was
obtained. From this solution 400|Jlwas used forthe 2D-N0Emeasurements. The
protein concentration of the sample used for conventional one dimensional NMR
measurements wasVjmg/ml. The 2D-N0E spectrum was recordedwith aBruker WM500
spectrometer using the (90-Tl-90-Tm-90-FID-delay)n pulse sequence (5-9). The
mixing time (xm)was 100ms and 128spectra were recorded with a tlincrement of
80 |Js.The number of scanswas 162. The spectrum is resolution enhanced inboth
dimensions.
Conventional one dimensional NMR spectra were recorded with aBruker CXP300
and aBruker WM500 spectrometer. 512 scans of 0.35 swere taken.The sensitivity
enhancement was 5 Hz.
Inboth experiments the temperature was kept at 7°C. Also inboth experiments
thewaterpeakwas saturated by 2 spre-irradiation.Theppm scales are relative
toDSS.

9.2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

9.2.3.1 2D-N0E MEASUREMENTS

Figure 9.5 shows the 2D-N0E spectrum of empty capsids of CCMV coatprotein.The
contour plot of this spectrum ispresented in figure 9.6. Allpeaks in these
spectra arise from the residues in theN-terminal arm (10).The conventional NMR
spectrum is seen along the diagonal of these figures. Thepeaks inthe 6-9 ppm
region arise from amide proton resonances.These resonances are discussed here
since they arevery sensitive to secondary structure effects (6).The resonances
inthe 0-5 ppm regionwillbe discussed inthenext section (see section9.3).
The cross peaks inthe spectra of figure 9.5 and 9.6 can arise from dipolar
cross-relaxation (NOE), chemical or conformational exchange, and from remaining
J-coupling effects (zero-quantum coherence).Although itispossible to suppress
remaining J-coupling effects (8,9), thiswas not done in this study, since both
J-coupling and dipolar cross-relaxation are an indication for a close spatial
proximity.
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Figure 9.5. 2D-N0E spectrum of empty capsids of intactprotein,dissolved inH„0

Two facts are implicitly used intheassignments of cross peaks inthe 2D-N0E
spectra presented in this section and in section 9.3:
1)Ifa cross peak canbothbe assigned toan intra-residue and an inter-residue
interaction,the former ismore likely tobe the cause of this crosspeak. 2)If
a cross peak canbotharise from a connectivity between two adjacent residues
and a connectivity between two residues further away from each other inthe
primary structure,the former ismore likely toapply (5-7).
In the 6-9 ppm region,the following resonances canbe assigned:
"Cross peak a" indicates an interaction between the amideproton at 8.5 ppm
and thepeakat2.1 ppm. Thepeak at2.1 ppm canarise from the acetyl group of
serine,thevalineHß or the glutamine Hß.Since the amideproton at8.5 ppm has
a relative long T„value, just ashasbeen observed forall serine resonances,
(see section 9.1) thepeak at8.5 ppm isassigned to the amide proton of serine.
"Crosspeakb" indicates an interaction between the arginine Hô and the peak
at 7.3 ppm. Therefore thepeak at7.3 ppm isassigned tothe arginineHe.The
peak at 7.3 ppm also shows interaction with other amideprotons.This isvery
unlikely foranarginine He and therefore it is concluded that thispeak cannot
be assigned to arginine He alone. Hence thepeak at 7.3 ppm isassigned to the
arginine Heand at least one other unidentified amideproton.
The two crosspeaks marked "c"vertically coincide with theglycineOf-protons
at 3.9 ppm. It ishard tobelieve thatboth cross peaks arise from intra residue
OfH-NH interactions, since thiswould imply thatboth glycineNHprotons differ
0.4 ppm intheir resonance position. It is therefore concluded that at least one
of the twopeaks at 8.3 and 8.7 ppm canbe assigned two aneighbour residue of
glycine in theN-terminal arm. Therefore the twopeaks at8.3 and 8.7 ppm are
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assigned to the amideprotons of 7-lysine,5-threonine or 4- or 6- glycine.
When using the random coilpositions foramino acid resonances (see appendix
A) it is seenthat "crosspeak d" could verywell vertically coincide with the
a-protonof serine. Therefore it is concluded that "crosspeak d" indicates an
intra residueaH-NHinteraction. Hence the resonance at8.5 pptnisassigned to
serine-NH.
For the 2D-N0ENMR spectra infigure 9.5 and 9.6 amixing time of 100ms is
used. Ithasbeen shownbyWagner and Wuethrich (7)that for BPTI such amixing
time is adequate at 500MHz.Thismixing time isjust long enough that NOE's
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Figure 9.6. Contour plot of the 2D-N0E spectrum of empty capsids of intact
proteinpresented in figure 9.5.
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manifesting distances °* 3Angstrom between different protons in the polypeptide
are observable. However, since the N-terminal arm has a high degree of
flexibility, it is impossible to decide whether an observed NOE crosspeak
indicates a fixed or atime-averaged close spatial proximity.
All diagonal resonances inthe 6 - 9 ppm range infigure 9.5 and figure 9.6
arise from backbone NH-protons. An exceptionmustbemade for the arginine He
resonance at 7.3 ppm. This is the only non-exchangable side chainNH-proton.
These resonances share quite anumber of crosspeaks,located especially inthe
6 - 8 ppm region. These crosspeaks canhave two origins:NH-NH interactions or
exchange. In the next section (see9.2.3.2)itwillbe shown from a frequency
dependent study, that the strong cross peakbetween theNH-protons at 6.5 and
7.0 ppm can be explained tobe the result of conformational exchange.For the
other resonances no evidence forexchange processes is found.The only other
explanationbesides exchange is inter residuNH-NH interactions.These interactions indicate that thepolypetide is inana-helix conformation (7).The cross
peaks inthe 6-8 ppm region (except the crosspeakbetween the resonances at
6.5 and 7.0 ppm) suggest thatpart of the N-terminal armof CCMV protein has
ana-helix structure inemptyproteincapsids.

9.2.3.2 CONFORMATIONAL EXCHANGE INTHEN-TERMINAL ARM

Figure 9.7 shows the amideproton region of the spectra of empty capsids
measured at 300 and 500 MHz.Themost striking difference between these two
spectra is the fact that the two separatepeaks at6.5 and 7.0 ppm inthe 500
MHz spectrum collaps into abroad hump around 6.7 ppm at 300MHz.Thesetwo peaks
also give rise toa strongNOE crosspeak at500MHz (see figures 9.5 and9.6).
These effects canonlybe explained by assuming a slow exchange between at least
two distinct, metastable conformations.Using common exchange theory (12)the
-3
rate constant is calculated tobe^2x10 s. Inthis calculation the following
assumptions aremade:The process isa two site exchange,no spin-spin coupling
ispresent and theT„'sand the lifetimes are equal inbothstates.
Several other differences in linewidth canbe observed between the two spectra
of figure 9.7, that cannotbe explained by the difference inmeasuring frequency
This is especially the case for the serine amide proton at 8.5 ppm and the
unassigned peaks around 7.7 ppm. These extra line broadening effects may
indicate the presence of exchange for these NH-protons,but no conclusions can
be drawn about the rate of theseprocesses.
It can be concluded thatexchange ispresentbetween at least two different
conformations which are stable onthemillisecond timescale.This proves that
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Figure 9.7.
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H-NMR spectra at 300 and 500 MHz of empty»PPM»
capsids of intact

protein dissolved inH.O.Only the 6-10 ppm region isshown.

part of theN-terminal armpossesses secondary structure. In the 6-9 ppm region
of the spectra of figure 9.7 31NH-protons are expected to give rise topeaks
(25 backbone NH-protons and 6arginine side chainprotons). Since the spectral
intensity of thepeaks involved inthe exchange process contains 40-50%ofthe
spectral intensity observed between 6and 9ppm. This indicates thataproximately half of the residues intheN-terminal armparticipates inthisprocess of
conformational exchange.

9.3 ASSIGNMENTS INTHE 0-5 PPMREGION INTHE SPECTRUM OFEMPTY CAPSIDS

9.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Throughout this thesis spectra of empty capsids of the coatprotein of CCMV
are presented recorded under different conditions. This section aims ata
complete assignment for the resonances oftheN-terminal arm observed inthe
0-5 ppm region. Inorder tobe able to do so,the resolution enhanced spectra of
empty capsids presented in figure 9.4 areused in combinationwith a 2D-N0E
spectrum of empty capsids,

and the listof random coil resonance positions

presented inappendix A. It ispossible toassign every peak inthe spectrum to
one or more types of protons intheN-terminal arm. It isnotpossible to
distinguish between resonances ofequal amino acids atdifferent positions in
theprimary structure.
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9.3.2 MATERIALSANDMETHODS
Theresolutionenhancedspectra ofemptycapsids ofthecoatproteinofCCMV
havebeendiscussedinsection9.1.The2D-N0Espectrumoftheemptycapsidswas
obtained as described intheprevioussection.Thesamplewaspreparedasdescribedinsection9.2.2, withtheexceptionthattheproteinconcentrationwas
slightly smaller. H?0 in thesamplewassubstitutedbyD.Othroughextensive
dialysis against 300 mM NaCl,10mMMgCl„and10mMsodiumphosphatepH5.0,
madeupinD„0. Allmeasuringconditionsareidenticaltothoseusedinsection
9.2toobtainthe2D-N0Espectrumofemptycapsidsdissolved inH.O.

9.3.3 RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Tabel9.1 showsalltheprotonspresentintheN-terminalarmthatcontributeto
the spectral intensity in the0-5ppmregionandtheirrandomcoilresonance
positions.
Tabel 9.1. Amino acids present intheN-terminalarmofthecoatproteinof
CCMVandtheirrandomcoilresonancepositions.Numbersinbracketsindicatethe
number of equivalent protons in the N-terminal arm.Amideprotonsarenot
presented as they are notobservableinD,0.Thesecondcolumnindicatesthe
frequencyofoccurrenceintheN-terminalarm.
Aminoacid

occurrence

Ha

Hß

Alanine

4

4.35 (4) 1.43 (12)

Arginine

6

4.40 (6) 1.85 (6)

Hy

Hô

He

1.70 (12)3.26 (12)

1.70(6)
Asparagine

2

4.76 (2) 2.92(2)
2.90(2)

Glutamine

1

4.30 (1) 2.13(1)
2.01 (1)

Glycine

2

3.97 (4)

Leucine

1

Lysine

3

4.39 (1) 1.65 (2)
4.36 (3) 1.85 (3)

Serine

1

Threonine
Valine

2.38(2)

1.65 (1) 0.88 (6)
1.47 (6) 1.70 (6) 3.02

1.73(3)
acetylgroup2.10(3)

4

4.50 (1) 3.89 (2)
4.35 (4) 4.18 (4)

1

4.18 (1) 2.13(1)

0.97 (3)

1.17 (12)
0.95 (3)

(6:
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Figure 9.8. 2D-NOE spectrum ofempty capsids ofintactproteindissolved inD„0.
Only the 0-5 ppm region isshown.
Figure 9.8 shows the 1-5 ppm region ofthe 2D-N0E spectrum ofempty capsids in
D 2 0.

The contour plot of this spectrum isshown in figure 9.9. A comparison

between the observed peakpositions intheprojection of this spectrum and the
(random coil) resonance positions from tabel 9.1 leads to the following
assignments:
a": asparagine Ha
b": serine Ha
c": lysineHa,threonine Ha,alanineHa,arginine Ha,glutamineHa,leucine Ha
d": threonine Hß
e": serine Hß
f": arginineHô
g": lysine He
h": asparagine Hß
i": glutamine Hy
j": Valine Hß,glutamine Hß,N-terminal acetyl group of serine
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Figure 9.9. Contour plot of the 2D-N0E spectrum of empty capsids of intact
proteinpresented in figure 9.8.

: Lysine Hß, arginine Hß,glutamine Hß
: lysine Hô, arginine Hß,arginine Hy, lysine Hß
: lysineHy,alanine Hß
: threonine Hy
:valineH
y
: leucine Hô

Using the resonance positions of tabel 9.1, the glycineHa resonances should
occurbetween thepeaks "d"and "e".Therefore the right shoulder ofpeak "d"is
assigned to glycineHa. The leucine Hß andHy resonances should occur as a left
shoulder ofpeak "m".
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Additional evidence for these assigneraents is givenbelow:
- Peaks "b"and "e"are respectively assigned to serineHa and serineHß. These
peaks are coupled inthe 2D spectrum (crosspeakA ) .
- In figure 9.4 it is seen that resolution enhancement sharpens and increases
the intensity all resonances assigned to serine (serineHot=peak "b", serine Hß=
peak "e",acetyl group of serine=peak J ) , indicating a relative longT„ for all
protons inthis residue.
- Peak "c"contains lysine Ha and arginine Ha. This peak is coupled inthe 2D
spectrum topeak " 1 "("crosspeak B " ) , which contains arginine Hß and lysineHß.
- Peak "c" contains threonine Ha and is coupled to threonine Hy (peak "n")by
"crosspeak c".
- The right shoulder of peak "d" is assigned toglycine. In figure 9.4 itis
seen that these peaks can be increased in intensity and sharpened bya
resolution enhacement procedure just as the other 5 residues inthe group of7
N-terminal residues. Inthe 2D-N0E spectrum presented in theprevious section,
thesepeaks are observed tobe coupled toNHprotonen.
"Cross peak e" is assigned to the lysineHe -LysineHo coupling (peak "g"peak " 1 " ) .
- "Cross peak f" couples the lysineHe (peak "g")with the lysineHv (peak " m " ) .
- "Crosspeak g" couples thevaline Hy (peak "o")with thevaline Ha (peak " d " ) .
- "Crosspeak h" couples thevaline Hy (peak "o")with thevalineHß (peak " j " ) .
"Cross peak i" couples the leucineHo (peak "p")tothe lowfield shoulder of
peak "m",which isassigned to leucineHyand Hß. In figure 9.4E it is seen that
the lowfield shoulder ofpeak "m" consists of an independent line.
Peak "h" isassigned to asparagine Hß.The fact that thesepeaks are rather
broad can be explained by assuming a reduced mobility due to the fact that the
two asparagine residues intheN-terminal arm lie close to the immobile protein
core.
Most of the assignments for crosspeaks in the above list aremade using the
fact that theprobability of observing an intra residue coupling ismuch larger
than theprobability of observing an inter residue coupling.
Several cross peaks in the 2D spectrum presented inthe figures 9.8 an 9.9 are
marked with an asterix. These peaks can not be assigned to intra residue
interactions. Hence, these cross peaks areameasure for short inter residue
distances. Unfortunately, there are toomany different assignments possible for
these cross peaks touse them forelucidation of the structure of the N-terminal
arm. The only assignments that canbemade are the couplings between leucineHo
(peak "p")and threonine Hy (peak " n " ) , and between threonine Hy (peak "n")and
valine Hy (peak " o " ) . The chance that these inter residue interactions result
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from two adjacent residues ismuch larger than the chance that they results from
an interaction between two residues far away from each other inthe primary
structure (5-7). Therefore,these interactions are concluded tobe the result of
a close spatialproximity between 8-leucineHo and 9-threonine Hv, and between
2-threonine Hv and 3-valineHy.

9.4

13

C RELAXATION MEASUREMENTS

9.4.1 INTRODUCTION

One ofthe objectives of this thesis isthe quantification of themobility of
the N-terminal arm of the coatprotein of CCMV. The H-NMR experiments have
only given a rough estimate of the rotational correlation time of this arm,
-8
-9
1
being 10 -10 s. The H-NMR experiments donot allow amore quantitative
13
analysis of the observed mobility. For this reason a C-NMR relaxation study
was carried out,which allows amuchbetter analysis of the relaxationtimes.
The signal-to-noise problem, which is inherent to natural abundance

C-NMR,

is overcome by biosynthetical enrichment of thevirus. Well-resolved

C-NMR

13
13

spectra are obtained ofthe empty protein capsids,inwhich the sharp resonances
can be assigned to the N-terminal arm. The relaxation times T..,aswell as
the NOE parameters are obtained of these resonances atdifferent measuring
frequncies. The results indicate a rotational correlation of approximately
-9
s for almost all amino acids inthe N-terminal arm, without large

3x10

differences inmobilitybetween different groups inthis arm.

9.4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

9.4.2.1

13

C ENRICHMENT

The method used toproduce

13
C-enriched CCMV was similar tothemethod described

for the enrichment ofTMV (1). The enrichment proceeds through assimilation of
13
90% Cenriched carbon dioxide by theprimary leaves of vigna unguiculata
infected with CCMV. ^8gof 90%1 3 C enriched BaC0 3 (forgenerating 1 3 C 0 2 )was
used per 100gof leaves,so that the final enrichment ofCCMV always ended up
between 8 and 12%.Vigna plants of about ten dayswere infected withCCMV and
after 8 hours of recuperation theplants wer cut off andplaced inwater ina
completely air-tight mini-greenhouse connected to aKipp apparatus. The

C0„

was then slowly added (in^24h)and theplants were kept at23°Cuntil the first
signs of starvation appeared (afterVj days). Theplants were illuminated with

13
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two 40W TL lights placed 1m above the greenhouse, and twoPhilips SON 400W
lamps placed 50 cmabove the greenhouse. The two 400W lampswere switched on
and off twice every hour to avoid overheating inthe greenhouse. The

C/ C

13 12

ratio in the viruswas determined byburning completelyM).5mg ofCCMV inan
13 12
oven at 1100°C under a continuous oxygen flow and measuring the C/ C ratio in
the resulting mixture of gasses using aMatFinigan 250mass spectrometer.

9.4.2.2 NMR MEASUREMENTS

Theprotein samplewasprepared as described inchapter 4. "W0mg of 9.6%

C

enriched proteinwas dissolved in2ml 300mMNaCl, 10mMMgCl„ and 10mM sodium
phosphate pH 5.0, containing 10%D.O. The spectra were recorded with aBruker
CXP300,aBrukerWM250 and aBrukerWM360 spectrometer. T..values were measured
using theprogressive saturationmethod.Typically 40000 scans were recorded per
spectrum. The sensitivity enhancement was 5Hz. Peakheights were used asa
measure for the spectral intensity used to derive theT 1 value. Broadband 1H
noise decoupling of 2W (300MHz)or 4W (360MHz) was employed continuously.
The temperature was kept at 7±2°C.
N0E values were measured using a two-level decoupling scheme: 4W (360MHz)
and 5W (250MHz)decoupling powerwas used during the acquisition time,whereas
0.5-1 W was used during the delay. In the spectra without N0E of course
no decoupling was used during the delay. The acquisition timewas 0.2 sand the
delay timewas 2.0 s. Theppm scale is referred to CS-, assuming 125.8ppm for
the threonine Cßposition.

9.4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 9.10 shows the 360MHz

13
C-NMR spectrum of emptyprotein capsids. The

sharp peaks in this spectrum arise from themobileN-terminal region aswas
checked by removal through tryptic digestion of this arm.Tabel 9.3 shows the
measured relaxation times and NOE values ofthepeaks indicated in figure 9.10,
together with the assignments made by comparing thepeakpositions with the
13
list of
C resonances presented inappendix B.From tabel 9.3 it is seen that
within the limits of experimental error almost no significant differences are
13
observable between the T values of
C nuclei bearing protons. When the
observed T 1 values are interpreted using equation 1.1 the rotational correlation
times are found to range from 10

-3x10

sor from 3x10 -10 s. Using
-9
s (only theNOEvalues found

equation 1.3 the NOE values indicate tc>10

for the peaks 10,14and 15give rise to smaller tcvalues). When the observed

13
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Figure 9.10. 75 MHz
protein.

13
C-NMR spectrum of empty capsids of 9.6%

13
C enriched

linewidths are supposed to represent T„ and are interpreted in terms of equation
-8
1.2, T c M O sis calculated.
Due to the fact thatmost lines are superpositions ofmany resonances, itis
notpossible to obtainprecise values for individual T..,T„ orNOEvalues. Most
values presented in tabel 9.3 are therefore the average of agroup ofnuclei.
Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio the errors inthevalues presented are
rather large (25 - 50%). The fact thatNOE values at 250MHz are onthe average
lower than the NOE values at 360MHz strongly suggest thepresence of some
systematic instrumental errors, since from equation 1.3 just the opposite is
expected.
It should be noted that this analysis of the TC values isbased on the
relaxation properties of a rigid sphere. Although this isprobably not the case
for theN-terminal arm,the errors inthe observed relaxation times do not allow
amore precise interpretation.
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From the results it is seen that the rotational correlation time of almost all
-9
the amino acids in theN-terminal arm isapproximately 3x10 s.No significant
spread is observed, indicating the absence of large differences inmobility
between groups in theN-terminal arm.

Tabel 9.3. T 1 andNOE values for the resonances indicated in figure 9.10.

Peak

Assignment

T 300MHz

1.4

1.5(s)

1.0(SI

1.1

1
2

C=0

3

NOE 360MHz

NOE 250MHz

T 360MHz

1.6

1.3

1.0

1.1

2.0

1.2

1.0

1.1

4

Arg et,

13.3

1.2

1.0

1.4

5

Thr Cß

0.4

0.3

1.3

1.0

6

Ser Cß

0.3

0.2

1.3

1.6

7

Thr Ca

0.4

0.4

1.5

1.0

8

Ser Ca

0.5

0.5

1.4

1.2

9

Ala Ca

0.5

0.5

1.4

1.2

0.4

0.6

2.0

1.5

11

Arg Cô

0.3

0.4

1.5

1.5

12

Lys Ce /Leu Cß

0.4

0.5

1.5

1.4

10

GlyCa /Ac-Ser

13

Ile Cß/Asn Cß

0.4

0.3

1.5

1.0

14

LysCß/Val Cß

0.4

0.6

2.3

1.0

15

Lys Cô

0.4

0.5

3.0

1.3

16

LeuCv /Arg Cy

0.4

0.5

1.1

1.0

17

Lys Cy/LeuCÔ1

0.4

0.4

1.9

1.2

18

Thr Cy /Val Cyl

0.5

0.5

1.9

1.3

19

Ala Cß/Val Cy2

0.4

0.4

1.6

1.6

estimated errors

25%

50%

25%

50%

9.5 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter several NMR studies, some of them having apreliminary
character,arepresented,which shed more light upon themolecular structure and
dynamics oftheN-terminal arm ofthe coatprotein ofCCMV. When combining all
results, it canbe concluded that theN-terminal arm of the coatprotein of CCMV
is internally mobileboth inproteindimers and inempty protein capsids.In the
-9
empty capsids thismobility is inthe order of 3x10 s. In the empty capsids
not all the N-terminal arms aremobile:a fraction of the arms isnot seen in
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the NMR spectrum, indicatingthatthesearmspossessarotationalcorrelation
time >10

s.

Futhermoreitisconcluded thatintheempty capsidstheN-

terminal arms canoccurinatleasttwometastableconformationsbetweenwhich
conformationalexchangeonthemillisecondtimescaleisobserved.TheN-terminal
arminemptycapsidsispartlystructured, andprobablyformsand-helixwitha
-3
lifetimeof^2x10 s.
Fromthefactthatapartofthearmisstructuredonthemillisecondtimescale
-8 -9
butstillhasanoverallmobilityonthe10 -10 stimescale, itisconcluded
that thisoverallmobilityiscausedbytheflexibilityoftheC-terminalamino
acidsofthearm. Theseaminoacidsmayformaflexiblehingebetweentherigid
protein core and the region in theN-terminalarmcontainingthesecondary
structure.Thismodelisvisualized infigure9.11.

^-TTCTCHP-J3x10" 9 10' 9 2x10"3

3^10

Figure 9.11. Schematical representation of the observed mobilities in the
proteinsubunitinemptycapsids.
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SUMMARY

This thesis describes the application of 1 H- and

C-NMR, EPR,ST-EPR and

calculational methods to study cowpea chlorotic mottle virus. This virus
consists of RNA encapsidated by 180 identical protein subunits,arranged
icosahedrally. The isolated coatprotein of cowpea chlorotic mottlevirus canbe
brougth into several well defined states of aggregation. This study could be
carried out, because these stages canbeproduced inquantities sufficient to
allow magnetic resonance measurements.All the results obtained are combined in
the following model for the assembly proces of thevirus:

RNA
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RNA
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PROTEIN

In thismodel a rigid protein core with ahighly mobile, basic, N-terminal
arm is invoked. This arm is theRNA binding part of theprotein. The high
mobility of this arm enhances theprobability of interactionwith theRNA and
enables the protein to exhibit differentmodes ofbonding todifferent local
structures of theRNA.Uponbinding theRNA,theN-terminal arm adopts a rigid
a-helical conformation.

Inchapter two it is shown thatvirtually nomobility on atimescale faster
than 10

scanbe observed inthevirus.

In chapter three anEPR and ST-EPR study ispresented on spin-labelled virus.
From the results it isconcluded that noanisotropic subunit mobility is present
in thevirus on the 1 0 - 1 0

stimescale. Also in this chapter itis suggested

that many ST-EPR results onmaleimide-labelled proteins, inwhich anisotropic
protein mobility was invoked for the interpretation of the spectra,arebased on
artefacts.
Chapter four shows that theN-terminal arm is theRNA binding part of the
protein. This arm is found tobevery mobile inthe absence ofRNA, whereas
immobilization occurs upon binding RNA.
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Chapter five isa small excursion to otherplant viruses. It is shown that
brome mosaic virus and belladonna mottle virus show the samebehaviour as
cowpea chlorotic mottle virus,whereas cowpea mosaic virusbehaves completely
different.
Chapter sixdealswiththemolecular interactions during the assemblyprocess.
In this chapter it is shown that the arginine and lysine containing part of the
N-terminal arm is responsible for thebinding of oligo- nucleotides. Itis
suggested that adouble stranded nucleotide conformation is required for proper
interaction.
Inchapter 7 a secondary structure prediction of the coatprotein ofCCMV is
presented. The results indicate that theN-terminal arm shows no structural
preference when the positive charges of arginine and lysine are retained,
whereas in the absence of thesepositive charges there isatendency towards
a-helix formation. Also it is concluded that cowpea chlorotic mottle virus
possesses the same ß-role topology as southernbean mosaic virus,sattelite
tobacco
necrosis virus and tomatobushy stuntvirus.
Chapter eight presents the results of anenergy calculation study on theNterminal arm.Although themethod used contains toomany approximations to allow
detailed conclusions,the results of chapter seven are fully confirmed by these
calculations.
In themodel for theprotein-RNA interaction inCCMV which ispresented in
chapter five, a random coil conformation for theN-terminal protein arm is
invoked. In chapter nine anextension of this part of themodel ispresented. It
is shown that theN-terminal possesses some time-averaged secondary structure
(presumably ana-helix) inthe absence ofRNA. A conformational exchange process
is observed in the N-terminal arm, in which about half ofthe residues
participate. Inempty capsids not all theN-terminal arms turnout tobemobile.
20-55% of the N-terminal arms is immobile on theNMR timescale inthe empty
capsids of the coatprotein of CCMV.
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SAMENVATTING.

Ditproefschrift beschrijft detoepassing van 1 H- en

CNMR,ESR,ST-ESR en

computer simulaties voor het bestuderen van cowpea chlorotic mottlevirus. Dit
virus bestaat uit RNA ingekapseld in 180gelijke eiwitmoleculen. Deze eiwit
moleculen zijn icosaedrisch gerangschikt.Na isolatie kan ditmanteleiwit ineen
aantal goed gedefinieerde aggregatie toestanden gebracht worden. Dit onderzoek
was mogelijk omdatvoldoende grotehoeveelhedenvan deze aggregatie toestanden
geproduceerd kunnen worden om ermagnetische resonantie metingen aante kunnen
doen.Alleverkregen resultaten zijn gecombineerd inhetvolgende modelvoor het
assemblageproces:
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Dit model gaat uit van een starre eiwiteenheid met daaraan vast eenzeerbeweeglijke, negatief geladen N-terminale arm. Deze arm is het RNA bindende stuk
van het eiwit. De grote beweeglijkheid bevordert de kans dat het eiwit en het
RNA kunnen reageren, bovendien kan het eiwit door deze beweeglijkheid op verschillende manieren reageren met andere locale structuren in het RNA. Als het
eiwit aanhetRNAbindtvormt het een starrea-helix.

In hoofdstuk twee wordt aangetoond dat geenbeweeglijkheid sneller dan 10

s

waargenomen kanworden inhet intactevirus.
In hoofdstuk drie worden de resultaten gepresenteerd van een ESR en ST-ESR
studie aan gespinlabeld virus. De resultaten tonen aan dat in het virus geen
anisotrope beweeglijkheid van de eiwiteenheden waargenomen kan worden op de
10

- 10

s tijdschaal. In dit hoofdstuk wordt voorts gesuggereerd dat een

aantal ST-ESR studies aanmaleimide gelabelde eiwitten,waaruit anisotrope eiwit
beweeglijkheid isafgeleid, op artefacten berusten.
In hoofdstuk vier wordt aangetoond dat de N-terminale arm het RNA bindende
deel van het eiwit is. Bovendien wordt bewezen dat deze arm zeerbeweeglijk is
in de afwezigheid van RNA en dat de arm star is in de aanwezigheid van RNA.
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In hoofdstuk vijf wordt een uitstapje naar andere virussen beschreven. Er
wordt aangetoond dat brome mosaic virus en belladonna mottle virus zichnet zo
gedragen als cowpea chlorotic mottlevirus,terwijl cowpea mosaic virus compleet
afwijkend gedrag laatzien.
In hoofdstuk zes worden de moleculaire interacties gedurende het assemblage
proces besproken. In dit hoofdstuk wordt aangetoond dat het arginine en lysine
bevattende deel van de N-terminale arm verantwoordelijk is voor de binding van
oligo-nucleotiden. Bovendien wordt de hypothese geopperd dat een dubbelstrengs
nucleotide structuurnodig isvoorbinding.
In hoofdstuk zeven wordt de voorspelling van de secundaire structuur van de
eiwiteenheid gepresenteerd. De resultaten duiden erop dat de N-terminale arm
geen preferentie voor enige regelmatige structuur vertoont wanneer de arginine
en de lysine zijketens geladen zijn,terwijl dea-helix veruit het gunstigst is
na neutralisatie. Verder wordt geconcludeerd dat de eiwiteenheid van cowpea
chlorotic mottle virus dezelfde "ß-role" topologie bezit als southern bean
mosaic virus,tomatobushy stuntvirus en sattelite tobacco necrosisvirus.
Hoofdstuk acht beschrijft de resultaten van energie berekeningen aan de
N-terminale arm. Ondanks het feit dat de gebruikte methode teveel benaderingen
bevat om gedetailleerde conclusies te kunnen trekken,bevestigen deze resultaten
de conclusies vanhetvorige hoofdstuk.
Hetmodelvoor de eiwit-RNA interactie in cowpea chlorotic mottlevirus dat in
hoofdstuk vijf is gepresenteerd, bevat een "random-coil" conformatie voor de
N-terminale arm. In hoofdstuk negen wordt dit deelvanhetmodel uitgebreid. In
dithoofdstukwordt aangetoond dat deN-terminale arm gemiddeld inde tijd enige
secundaire structuur (vermoedelijk een a-helix) bevat indien geen RNA aanwezig
is.Ongeveer de helft van de residuen in de N-terminale arm isbetrokken ineen
uiwisselings proces tussenmeerdere conformaties. Inlege eiwitbollenzijn niet
alle N-terminale armpjes beweeglijk. 20-55% van deze armpjes is star op deNMR
tijdschaal.
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AppendixA.Chemicalshifts.
Chemicalshiftsofprotonsinpeptides.
aminoacid

Ha

Hß

Ala

4.35

1.43

Arg

4.4

1.85

Asn

4.76

2.92

Asp

4.77

2.84

HY

HÔ

1.70

3.26

He

H2

H3

H4

1.70
2.90
2.75
Cys

5.69

3.28
2.96

Gin

4.37

Glu

4.29

Gly

3.97

His

4.63

lie

4.22

2.13

2.38

2.01
2.09

2.31

1.96

2.28
8.12

3.26

7.14

3.19
1.89

1.47

0.88

1.19
0.94
Leu

4.39

1.65

1.65

0.88

Lys

4.36

1.85

1.47

1.70

2.63

2.12

3.02

1.73
Met

4.51

2.16
2.00

Phe

4.66

Pro

4.47

aromatics 7.34

3.22
2.99
2.30

2.03

3.65

1.98
Ser

4.50

3.89

Thr

4.35

4.18

Trp

4.70

3.22

1.17
7.24

3.20
Tyr

4.60

Val

4.18

6.88

3.13
2.92
2.13

0.97
0.95

7.15
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Chemical shiftsofcarbon nuclei relativetoCS2
H e Co

181.3

Cys Cß

155.6

H e Cy2

177.7

Asp Cß

155.2

Ala Cß

176.3

Lys Ce

153.4

Val Cy2

176.0

Leu Cß

153.1

Val Cyl

175.0

Arg

Co

152.1

Thr Cy

174.1

Gly Ca

150.3

Leu CÔ2

171.7

Pro

Co

146.9

Lys Cv

170.9

Ala Ca

143.5

Leu Côl

170.6

Cys Ca

142.0

Arg Cy

168.7

Asn Ca

141.9

Pro Cy

168.5

Asp Ca

141.4

Leu Cy

168.5

Leu Ca

140.0

I l e Cyl

167.7

Arg Ca

139.6

Lys Cô

166.6

Gin Ca

139.3

Trp Cß

166.6

Lys Ca

138.9

Gin Cß

166.0

Glu Ca

138.9

Arg Cß

165.0

Trp Ca

139.6

Glu Cß

164.8

Phe Ca

137.6

Pro Cß

163.6

Tyr Ca

137.4

Lys Cß

162.7

Ser Ca

137.3

Val Cß

162.6

H e Ca

134.5

Gin Cy

161.6

Val Ca

134.1

Glu Cy

159.1

Thr Ca

133.7

Asn Cß

157.6

Pro Ca

131.9

Tyr Cß

156.8

Ser Ca

131.6

Phe Cß

156.0

Thr Cß

125.8

H e Cß

155.8

Trp Cy

84.0

Trp C£2

80.9

Tyr

cy

64.9

Tyr Cel/e2

77.4

Phe CÔ1/Ô2

64.0

Trp Ce3/n2

74.4

Phe Cel/e2

63.5

Trp Ce3/n2

73.4

Tyr CÔ2

62.4

Trp CÔ3/Ô1

70.8

Tyr Côl

62.4

Trp CÔ1/Ô3

67.7

Phe

Trp CÔ2

66.2

Trp Ce2

56.4

Phe et,

65.6

Tyr Ct

38.2

ProtonResonances arefromBundi
Carbon resonances arefrom James
Academic Press,NewYork.

cy

56.4

36.1
Arg CÇ
,A.,(1977),Thesis,ETH,Zurich.
,T.J.,(1975). NMRinBiochemistry,246-247,
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AppendixB.PrimarystructureofCCMVinoneandthreelettercode.
1SSER 37SSER 73LLEU109TTHR145TTHR181FPHE
2TTHR 38GGLY 74PPRO110EGLU146LLEU182DASP
3VVAL 39QGLN 75NASN111TTHR147EGLU183DASP
4GGLY 40GGLY 76EGLU112QGLN148QGLN184SSER
5TTHR 41KLYS 77LLEU113TTHR149LLEU185FPHE
6 GGLY 42AALA 78SSER114TTHR150AALA186TTHR
7KLYS 43IILE 79SSER115AALA151AALA187PPRO
8LLEU 44KLYS 80EGLU116AALA152DASP188VVAL
9TTHR 45AALA 81RARG117AALA153LLEU189YTYR
10RARG 46WTRP 82NASN118SSER154TTHR
11AALA 47TTHR 83KLYS119FPHE155IILE
12QGLN 48GGLY 84QGLN120QGLN156YTYR
13RARG 49YTYR 85LLEU121VVAL157LLEU
14RARG 50SSER 86KLYS122AALA158YTYR
15AALA 51VVAL 87VVAL123LLEU159SSER
16AALA 52SSER 88GGLY124AALA160SSER
17AALA 53KLYS 89RARG125VVAL161AALA
18RARG 54WTRP 90VVAL126AALA162AALA
19KLYS 55TTHR 91LLEU127DASP163LLEU
20NASN 56AALA 92LLEU128NASN164TTHR
21KLYS 57SSER 93WTPP129SSER165EGLU
22RARG 58CCYS 94LLEU130KLYS166GGLY
23NASN 59AALA 95GGLY131DASP167DASP
24TTHR 60AALA 96LLEU132VVAL168VVAL
25RARG 61AALA 97LLEU133VVAL169IILE
26VVAL 62EGLU 98PPRO134AALA170VVAL
27VVAL 63AALA 99SSER135AALA171HHIS
28QGLN 64KLYS100VVAL136MMET172LLEU
29PPRO 65VVAL101SSER137YTYR173EGLU
30VVAL 66TTHR102GGLY138PPRO174VVAL
31IILE 67SSER103TTHR139EGLU175EGLU
32VVAL 68AALA104VVAL140AALA176HHIS
33EGLU 69IILE105KLYS141FPHE177VVAL
34PPRO 70TTHR106SSER142KLYS178RARG
35IILE 71IILE107CCYS143GGLY179PPRO
36AALA 72SSER108VVAL144IILE180TTHR
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Appendix C. Optimization procedure for the parameters in the structure predictionmethods.

1.Boundaries for each potential were established 5% (10%) above and below the
initialpotential.
2.A minimization procedure according to Powell [ref.2 in chapter 8] was performed. In this method inverse of thenumber of correctlypredicted residues
wasminimized byvarying the structurepotentials.
3.After obtaining a local minimum oneparameter was randomly perturbed,whereafter theminimizationprocedure was restarted.
4. Step three was repeated until all parameters were at least five times perturbed.
5. Nopotential was ever allowed to cross theboundaries 5% (10%)above or below
the initialpotential.
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Appendix D. List ofabbreviations.

AMV

alfalfa mosaic virus

APLV

adeanpotato latent virus

B

secondary structure prediction method ofBurgess et al.

BBMV

broad beanmottle virus

BdMV

belladonna mottle virus

BdMV-B

bottom component ofbelladonna mottle virus

BdMV-T

top component ofbelladonna mottle virus

BMV

broammosaic virus

BMV-PT

artificial top component of

CCMV

cowpea chlorotic mottle virus

C+F

secondary structure predictionmethod of Chou and Fasman

broam mosaic virus

CPMV

cowpea mosaic virus

CPMV-B

bottom component of cowpeamosaic virus

CPMV-M

middle component of cowpeamosaic virus

CPMV-T

top component of cowpea mosaic virus

D

dielectric constant

DSS

2,2-dimethyl 2-silapentane-5-sulphonate

DTT

dithiothreitol

EPR

electronparamagnetic resonance

FID

free induction decay

NMR

nuclearmagnetic resonance

NOE

nuclear Overhauser effect

oligo-A

oligo-adenosine

poly-A

poly-adenosine

ppm

partsper million

Qi

partial charge of atom i

Qj

partial charge of atom j

Rij

distance between atoms iand j

S

Svedberg constant

ST-EPR

saturation transfer electronparamagnetic resonance

SBMV

southernbeanmosaic virus

SL-CCMV

spin-labelled cowpea chlorotic mottle virus

STNV

satellite tobacco necrosis virus

T

triangulation number orTesla

TBSV

tomatobushy stuntvirus

TMV

tobaccomosaic virus
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TYMV

turnip yellow mosaic virus

U

energy

(Ap)gA

ribonucleic acid form of (adenosine-phospho)„-adenosine
a mixtureof the ribonucleic acid form of (adenosine-phospho)adenosinemolecules with x approximately ranging from 13to15

(AT) C

deoxy-ribonucleic acid form of (adenosine-phospho-thyminephospho),-adenosine-phospho-thymine

D20
13„
2D-N0E
1„

deuterated water
carbon 13
two dimensional nuclear Overhauser effect
proton
spin-lattice relaxation time
spin-spin relaxation time
rotational correlation time
waiting time
mixing time
ionic strength

Alanine

Ala

A

Arginine

Arg

R

Asparagine

Asn

N

Aspartic acid

Asp

D

Cysteine
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